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-Redbook Best of the Year Pick-PopSugar’s Best Books of the Year-Teen Vogue’s Best Books of
the Year-Reading with Robin 2016 FavoriteA fierce, feisty, and “compulsively
delicious” (Redbook) debut with a magical twist about three ordinary, regular young women who
suddenly have their fantasies come true…or do they?Best friends Evie, Krista, and Willow are
just trying to make it through their mid-twenties in New York. With average looks and typical
quarter-life crises, they’re trying to make it up the corporate ladder, make sense of online dating,
and make rent.Until they come across Pretty, a magic tincture that makes them, well...gorgeous.
Like, supermodel gorgeous. And it’s certainly not their fault if the sudden gift of beauty causes
unexpected doors to open for them.But there’s a dark side to Pretty, too, and as the gloss fades
for these modern-day Cinderellas, there’s just one question left:What would you sacrifice to be
Pretty?Wildly irreverent, blatantly sexy, and observed with pitch-perfect wit, The Regulars is a
fresh, “twisted, modern-day take on Cinderella.” (InStyle), perfect for fans of Jennifer Close and
Kevin Kwan.

About the AuthorAlejandro Junger se formó en medicina general en el Downtown Hospital de la
Universidad de Nueva York y en cardiología en el Hospital Lenox Hill. Tras enfrentar problemas
de salud, su búsqueda de una cura lo llevó a India, donde descubrió los beneficios de la
medicina tradicional. Con el tiempo, logró conjugar lo mejor de varias corrientes para crear un
sistema de desintoxicación que no afecta la salud y ofrece beneficios a largo plazo. Fue así
como fundó Clean, una compañía dedicada a ayudar a la gente a alcanzar el bienestar y la
salud a través de programas dirigidos.http://www.cleanprogram.com/
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Praise forThe RegularsRedbook Best of the Year PickPopSugar’s Best Books of the YearTeen
Vogue’s Best Books of the Year“A lively and engrossing parable for women of all generations.”—
Harper’s Bazaar“Twisted, modern-day take on Cinderella.”—InStyle“Fabulously irregular.”—
Jessica Biel, actress“Compulsively delicious.”—Redbook“[A] raunchy and very funny tale. . . .
with a distinctly hip, modern feel.”—Booklist“Sexy and smart, this novel is Sex and the City
meets The Picture of Dorian Gray, and we doubt you’ll be able to put it down.”—Refinery29“We
laughed out loud more times than we care to remember while tearing through this extraordinarily
funny page-turner.”—Marie Claire“One of the most original books I’ve read in years. You’ll eat
this one up!”—Sara Shepard, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Pretty Little Liars and The
HeiressesThank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster ebook.Get a FREE ebook when
you join our mailing list. Plus, get updates on new releases, deals, recommended reads, and
more from Simon & Schuster. Click below to sign up and see terms and conditions.Already a
subscriber? Provide your email again so we can register this ebook and send you more of what
you like to read. You will continue to receive exclusive offers in your inbox.FOR LINDSAY, MY
EVERYTHINGPart One:Foundation1.Despite her mother’s impassioned insistence to the
contrary, Evie Selby had never thought of herself as beautiful. There were moments when she
felt cute: some high-angle, low-light selfies that made her dyed black hair and small, intent face
look pixieish, even sweet. There were moments when she felt cool: the day she started wearing
the thickest black-rimmed glasses she could find, the night a line of poetry was inked into her
pale forearm. But beautiful? No. That was the domain of women with evenly placed, oversized
features, with hair like horses’ manes and bodies like foreign sports cars: angular, flashy, quietly
powerful. Women like the smirking, self-satisfied model who was emblazoned on one of the
glossy page proofs that were tucked under her arm. If only she had a quarter, a fifth, an eighth of
that woman’s allure, Evie might feel more confident about tonight’s date.Stop it, she instructed
herself. She pushed her glasses up her nose and drew in a breath of summer-thick city air. You
are a goddess. You are a catch. You are, like, the outcome of every self-help book ever written.
And, she realized on checking the time, you are also late. She was supposed to be at the Wythe
Gallery three and a half minutes ago.Despite what those on the happily coupled sidelines might
think, 99 percent of online dates weren’t exciting enough to be fun or nerve-racking enough to
be adventurous. They were just . . . awkward. Boring. An hour of small talk with someone you’d
think twice about saving from a burning building. Online dating was like Russian roulette. Mostly
misses. But sometimes, people Evie knew had met that all-too-rare bullet: a smart, aesthetically
pleasing New Yorker who was still single. Maybe tonight, Evie thought, is the night I blow my
brains out.The gallery was only half full. Even though it was a Monday, she’d been expecting a
bigger crowd, if only from the cachet of Willow’s last name. A mere smattering of Brooklynites
clad in sheer skirts and vintage bow ties stood chatting in front of her friend’s pocket-sized
experimental photographs. And they all seemed paired off. Everyone except one girl on the other



side of the room. About Evie’s height, but thinner, smaller. Dark hair fell to her shoulders. She
was dressed simply in a T-shirt and skinny jeans. When she turned to look at a photograph,
Evie’s jaw loosened.Totally cute.Totally Ellen Page–y.Impossibly, Quinn was even more attractive
in person.Panic coursed through Evie’s veins. I should have worn an A-game dress.She needed
booze. A small bar offered wine and beer. Willow’s boyfriend, Mark, was playing barkeep.“Hey.”
She dumped the proofs onto the folding table. “Can I leave these here? Is my makeup okay?
What white wine do you have?” She shot another look at Quinn, not yet ready for eye
contact.“Evie, hey.” The tall, bespectacled boy gathered his replies quickly. “Yes, yes, and
sauvignon blanc. Rough day at the office?”Evie shook her head. “Date.” She nodded at
Quinn.“Ah.” Mark handed her a cup. “Fun.”“Nervous.”“Unnecessary.”“Lying.”“Untrue!”Evie
cracked a smile.Mark grinned. “Go get ’em, tiger.”Evie grabbed another cup for Quinn and began
walking over, trying to quell the irritating kick of nerves. “Quinn?”At the sound of her name, the
girl turned, revealing a moon-shaped face, and eyes that seemed more round than oval. Clear
skin. Sweet smile. “Evie?”“In the flesh,” Evie said, trying not to think about her own less-than-
clear skin, her own less-than-sweet smile. “Hi.”“Hi.”“Hi,” Evie said again, inwardly kicking herself
for sounding like a robot. She offered Quinn the cup. “Thirsty?”“Actually, I don’t drink. I don’t need
to drug myself to enjoy life.”Evie blinked. Fucking online dating—“I’m kidding.” Quinn grinned and
plucked the wine from her hand. “Thanks.”“Oh.” Evie breathed laughter. Online, Quinn was
acerbic and difficult to pin down, qualities Evie found as attractive as the warmer, less artfully
constructed person standing in front of her.Quinn glanced around. “This is your friend’s
opening?”“Yeah. Willow Hendriksen.” Only now did she spot Willow pressed into one corner,
walled in by some intense arty types. Her formless green silk shift and light ash-blond hair
colored with a hint of pastel pink gave the twenty-two-year-old the look of being slightly
untethered. There was something distinctly ethereal about Willow Hendriksen, like she might
transform into a flock of birds if you snapped your fingers. “That’s her.”Quinn looked at Willow as
if she was nervous to get caught doing so. “That’s Matteo Hendriksen’s daughter, right? The
filmmaker?”Evie nodded. “Mm-hmm.”“Wow. Cool. Have you met him?”“Yeah.” Evie nodded
again, warming to the fact Quinn seemed impressed by this. “Sure. He’s not in the States much
these days. But Willow still lives at home, so when he’s around, we hang. We chill. We’re chill
buddies.” Evie winced. Did I really just say chill buddies?“God, I can’t imagine what that must be
like,” Quinn said. “Having created so much great art that people like and respect.”What Evie
couldn’t imagine was how she was in Quinn’s league. “So, you’re a musician?”Quinn shrugged.
“Trying.”“You sound like you’d have a great singing voice. And you have a great look.”Quinn
smiled in pleased surprise. “Thanks.” She moved to the next photo. Evie trailed her. “Someone
just told me what you spend most of your time doing is actually what you do. Like, if you say
you’re an actor, but you just go to one audition a week and spend most of your time working as a
server, then you’re a server. I did the math, and hey, turns out I am a musician.” Quinn smiled up
at Evie, almost shyly. “And your profile tells me you’re a writer. What do you write about?”Evie
didn’t think of herself as a writer in the way Quinn was a musician. She had a blog called



Something Snarky, but it was anonymous, and it wasn’t what she spent most of her time doing.
That was being a lowly copyeditor for a women’s magazine called Salty, fixing typos in stories
called “How to Blow His Mind Using the Contents of Your Refrigerator.” That wouldn’t impress
somebody like Quinn. “I write for the New York Times.” The words fell out of her mouth, as
unplanned as a sneeze.“Whoa!” Quinn laughed a little. “Wow. That’s amazing.”“I think they’re
trying to even out their gender ratio, you know?” Evie improvised, recalling the fact the Times
had the biggest gender gap in the industry when it came to writers. “It has its ups and downs.
Like everything.”“You’re a staff writer?” Quinn’s eyes stayed wide.“Yep,” Evie said. “I interned
there during college, and just started a few months ago.”“Wow. I know I said it before, but that is
really impressive.” Quinn’s eyes stayed glued on Evie’s a beat longer than they should have
before she slid them away. Warm, liquid desire unspooled slowly in Evie’s stomach, like a cat
waking up from a long afternoon nap.“Have you eaten?” Quinn asked.Evie shook her head.“Oh
good, I’m starving. There’s a Moroccan place around the corner. Any interest?”“Sure.” Definitely.
Three thousand percent.“Great. I’ll just use the restroom.”Evie slung her purse over her shoulder
to go linger at the gallery’s entrance. She sipped her wine, actively containing the sheer
exhilaration that Quinn’s suggestion—more specifically, Quinn’s acceptance—had inspired. It
had been six months since she’d had sex. The most action she’d gotten all summer was a Pap
smear. And while (when done properly) sex could be a whole lot of messy, sticky fun, what she
really missed was being kissed. The nervous, enthusiastic, almost-always-botched first kiss,
memorable in its imperfection, passionately inelegant. This narrative was leading to that kiss.
The meal, the drink after the meal, the amble to someone’s subway, the kiss.Of course, her lie
was stupid. But she could always back out of it later. Or hell, maybe she could get something
published in the Times. Sure, she was only twenty-three, but the way Quinn had been looking at
her made her feel like she could climb Mount Kilimanjaro without breaking a sweat.“Evie.”The
low, almost musical murmur could only be the lady of the hour. “Willow, hey!” Evie gave her a
one-armed hug, pressing her free hand into Willow’s sharp shoulder blade.
“Congratulations.”Willow smiled wistfully and let her gaze wander around the half-empty room. “I
never wanted to be famous because of my name, but this is sort of depressing.”“No, it’s not! This
is amazing.”“Which is why you’re leaving after . . . five minutes?”“I’m not leaving! I’m just . . . going
to a different place—”Willow waved the excuse off and gave Evie a knowing smile. “Am I
witnessing a rare Evie flirt?”“Indeed you are.” Evie couldn’t help but grin. “We’re getting
food.”“That’s great. You look really pretty.”“Oh please.” Evie rubbed at the dark circles she was
sure her glasses accentuated. “I look like someone just punched me in the face.”“Stop it.” Willow
tugged a lock of Evie’s dark hair affectionately.Quinn’s voice sounded behind them. “Your friend
behind the bar gave these to me. Wanted to make sure you didn’t forget them.”Evie spun
around.Quinn was carrying the Salty proofs. The story on top was about vajazzling. “ ‘Add some
ooh-ah to your hoo-ha.’ ” Quinn read Evie’s subhead aloud, before fixing her with an odd frown.
“Wowsers.”“God, are you still taking work home, Evie? I thought you said you weren’t doing that
anymore.” Willow smiled at Quinn. “I’m Willow.”“Quinn,” Quinn replied, but she was looking at



Evie. “Work?”“I’ve been trying to get her to quit all year,” Willow said. “Maybe you can help me
stage an intervention.”Evie darted her gaze from Willow, to Quinn, to the pages. Her throat had
tightened. “They’re not actually for me.”“But your name’s there.” Quinn pointed to the white ticket
stapled to the top, reading, “ ‘Copyeditor: Evie Selby.’ ”“Right.” Evie’s cheeks were warming. Her
breathing had become shallow. “Right.”“Call me later.” Willow melted away.“So you’re a
copyeditor as well as being a journalist,” Quinn said, sounding as if she didn’t believe
herself.Shit. Shit. “No.” Evie’s voice was pint-sized. “I mean, I’m just the first part.”Quinn’s mouth
was ajar, set into a look of bewildered confusion. “You straight-up lied about writing for the
Times.”“Actually, I was positively visualizing my perfect future.” Evie licked her lips. “It’s a very
powerful technique.”“Lying?”“Visualizing.”Quinn’s expression became incredulous. All warmth,
all interest had been sucked away.“Please don’t go,” Evie said. “You’re—fuck—you’re really cute,
and nice, and I am too, nice, I mean. Jury’s still out on cute.” She was babbling. “I fucked up, I’m
sorry.”Quinn backed up a step, slowly, as if not wanting to alarm an angry dog. “Sorry, Evie. This
just feels wrong.”Her date exited the gallery, leaving Evie with a plastic cup of wine and a guide
on how to accessorize a vagina.2.It was after ten by the time Evie finished marking up the
proofs. Krista’s light spilled from underneath her door. Evie rapped on it quietly.“Dude, you don’t
have to knock.”“That’s your policy,” Evie told her. “Not mine.”Krista Kumar, Evie’s diminutive
roommate, was burrowed in a mess of blankets and pillows, watching something noisy on her
laptop. Balanced precariously on a cushion in front of her were the remnants of a pink-frosted
cake. Evie frowned at it. “What’s that?”Krista hit the space bar. “The bakery down the street was
chucking it out. I think the box was dented.”“You’re eating trash cake.”“I’m eating cake cake. It’s
really good. Want some?”“No.” Evie sank down on the other end of the bed. “Yes.”Krista handed
her the fork.“Was this dinner?” Evie asked.Krista shook her head, jerking her chin at the half-
eaten takeout containers from Sing-Sing Palace, the Southeast Asian joint across the street. On
more than one occasion, Krista had described herself as more delicious than their $6.99 lunch
special, given the fact her mom was half Malaysian, half Indian, and her dad was Sri Lankan.
“How was your date?”“I got caught in a bald-faced lie and then she left.”“You lied to her?
Why?”Evie mumbled through a mouthful of icing, which she had to admit was pretty good.
“Because I’m crazy.”“You’re not crazy. You’re awesome. Have some more trash cake.”Evie
pinched her thigh and Krista yelped like a puppy. Krista was like a puppy. No attention span, big
on cuddling, and she whined when you left her alone. Which probably made Evie more like a cat:
temperamental and snobby.“Hey, Evie?”“Yeah?”“What do you think Amy Poehler is doing right
now?”Evie smiled, settling back into the blankets. “Right now, Amy Poehler is drinking White
Russians that she made herself, and she’s giving an inspirational speech that everyone’s really
into. In a hot tub. In Japan.”Krista sighed, happy and envious. “Amy is so cool.”“I know,” agreed
Evie. “She has the best life ever. Do you have my blue tank top?”“It might be . . . over there.”
Krista waved vaguely at one of many piles of clothes on the floor.“Kris.” Evie sighed, finding the
now-crumpled top. “Seriously.”“Sorry. I meant to wash it. I’ll wash it. Leave it here—”“It’s okay,”
Evie muttered. “Are you excited for your callback tomorrow?”“So excited.” Krista’s gaze drifted



back to her computer. “Barely containing the excitement.”Evie eyed Krista warily. It had been
seven months since her college roommate had dropped out of law school in Boston and taken
the Peter Pan bus to New York to try her hand at “acting and stuff.” Evie was still trying to work
out if this was to piss off her too-strict, too-controlling dad, because she actually wanted to be an
actress, or if Krista just really liked sleeping in. “Have you set your alarm?”“It’s not till the
afternoon.”“Do you have money for the Trader Joe’s groceries?”“How much was it?” Krista
asked.“Thirty-five dollars each.”“No.”“You don’t have thirty-five dollars?”“Not on me,” Krista
said.“What about Venmo?”“Evie,” Krista groaned. “I’m watching a movie—”“Okay.”Krista rolled
her eyes. “I know, Evie. I know rent is due.”Evie balled her blue top into her fist, telling herself the
irritation she felt was probably just exhaustion. She slid off Krista’s bed. “I didn’t say
anything.”“You didn’t have to,” Krista said. “I can see it in your face.”“No face,” Evie called, on her
way out. “I’m one of those sex people from Eyes Wide Shut. No face!”She heard Krista giggling
as she shut her bedroom door. The argument about rent would be forgotten in less than a
minute. Whether consciously or not, Krista didn’t hold a grudge. And she wasn’t judgmental. She
didn’t see someone’s job as a meaningful microcosm of their entire existence.But Evie did. She
sagged onto her bed, letting herself come apart at the seams. There were times when sinking
into the familiar contours of depression felt indulgent, even oddly enjoyable. Now it just felt
lonely. And sad.If only she could have a do-over for her date. She could have told Quinn about
her blog, or even just the truth about Salty, see where that got her. Probably to the same place. If
she didn’t respect her job, how could she expect someone she was dating to?She undressed,
flicked off the light, and pulled the covers over her head.Quinn was right. You were what you
spent most of your time doing. Which meant she was a junior copyeditor. The lowest notch on
the publishing totem pole.In that deep, dark part of herself that she thought of as her Shame
Cave, she knew that meant she was an underachiever.A failure.3.Krista Indrani Kumar had never
gotten ready quickly in her life.The more pressing the deadline, the longer it took—a fashion-
related stress response. She had, quite literally, missed her great-uncle’s funeral, trying to make
all black “work.” But she could not under any circumstances miss today’s appointment. Today
was the day Krista Kumar was booking a national commercial, throttling the hernia of a debt that
was haunting her like a fiscally aware ghost. A national network spot would run for twenty-one
months, earning her in the vicinity of thirty thousand dollars. Plus it was for Bongo, the
multibillion-dollar soft drink that everyone on the planet had heard of, which could only mean
more bookings, more work. But somehow, despite having woken relatively early (9:30 a.m.), she
was running late for her 1 p.m. audition.It all started with a run. The thought of a long, healthy jog
first thing in the morning seemed like such an in-control-of-her-life move it simply had to be
done. She’d woven joyfully around the hipsters and dog walkers and hipsters who were dog
walkers, popping by one of the better cafés on the loop back home for a double-shot soy latte
with her last five dollars. Her happiness only vanished when she realized she’d forgotten her key.
She buzzed Ben, their downstairs neighbor: no answer. Evie was already at work in Midtown.
Then she remembered the fire escape. The kitchen window was always unlocked.She had to



drag the black plastic trash can under the bottom of the ladder and hop up onto the trash inside
to reach; unbelievably disgusting. The ladder was rusted into place, but after a few tugs, she got
it down. Climbing up onto the fire escape was a certifiable victory, and warranted a brief victory
dance.The kitchen window was locked. Krista tugged uselessly, mild panic becoming very
fucking real panic. She needed to get in. The only other thing on the fire escape was a dead
plant.In a heavy ceramic pot.Her first attempt spidered the glass. The second attempt broke
through. Her heart snapped at the sight of the familiar little kitchen, as if she’d been gone for
years, not minutes. The third, fourth, and fifth attempts managed to clear the glass.She was out
of the shower by noon, but outfit selection was a different story. Everything was stained or
crumpled or silly or too sexy or not sexy enough. And then came makeup, which was just like
cocaine: you always need a little bit more. But somehow, miracle of miracles, she was finally
done: 12:40. It was half an hour on the subway into Midtown, maybe a pinch more. She’d only be
a few minutes late. She grabbed her tote, slammed the door, and took the stairs two at a time,
barreling straight into the two policemen at the bottom of the stairs. They’d received a report from
a neighbor about someone breaking in.It took Krista forty minutes to convince the cops she had
broken into her own apartment. Forty minutes of nervous babble and bills with proof of address
and three forms of ID and in the end, straight-out begging.By the time she was at the subway it
was 1:20. She was supposed to be there twenty minutes ago. Lightning bolt: she’d get an Uber.
Four interminably long minutes passed before the black town car rolled up. Once inside, she
called Dale, her agent. He picked up on the second ring. “Where the hell are—”“I’m in a car.” She
lit a cigarette. “Five minutes.”“You’re meant to be here now!”“No smoking!” called the driver.Krista
swore and threw her cigarette out the window. “Can you bump me down the list? Tell them I just
had surgery. Something elective.”“No.” She could practically see him rolling his eyes. “Just get
here.”Dale hung up. The car swung onto the Williamsburg Bridge. And stopped. Ahead of them,
a sea of cars. All motionless.“No!” Krista thumped the window.“No hitting!” the driver yelled.It
took forever to get across the bridge. She screened two back-to-back calls from her dad, both
times suffering an ax wound of anxiety: she’d pay for that exponentially. To say her parents were
disappointed with her decision to ditch law school was like referring to the Incredible Hulk as
peeved. Dale texted three times. She could only bring herself to reply to the last: coming!! don’t
let them leave Dale’s office was on Seventh at Forty-Fourth Street, but by the time they just
missed a green light at Thirty-Fifth, she couldn’t take it anymore. After jumping out of the town
car, she was off, racing up Seventh Avenue like an action hero en route to stopping a bomb. “It’s
okay,” she panted to herself. “I’m only an hour late, they have plenty of people to see, Dale’ll fix
this, these things always run late—”She burst into the foyer of Dale’s building and jabbed the up
button viciously. Clever Casting was on the twenty-fifth floor. She was basically there. She’d
made it.A handful of high-energy girls in heels jostled into the elevator with her, and hit the
button for the twentieth floor.“I can’t believe you scored an invite to this,” bubbled one girl.“I know,
right?” gushed another. “VIP!”Krista’s ears instinctively pricked. What was VIP?The elevator
doors slid open onto the twentieth floor. It was open-plan, like Clever Casting. But it wasn’t an



office. The entire floor was filled with mismatched racks of clothes and shoes and buckets of
bags and belts. Taped to the open glass doors leading inside was an A4 sheet of paper with the
words VIP Gilt City Sample Sale.Krista’s mouth went dry. Sweet baby Jeebus. This was not
happening.The girls squealed, exiting the elevator en masse. A woman with a clipboard was
checking their IDs, asking, “You’re all together?”The girls chorused, “Yes.”Krista was behind
them. Holy shit, she didn’t even remember following them out of the elevator.The woman with
the clipboard wandered off. The girls began snatching at clothes, gasping in delight.No. What
the hell was she doing here? She had to get to her audition. It didn’t matter that Gilt City curated
designer bargains, and that a sample sale would be cheaper still, that was not relevant right now.
Krista spun on her heel, determined to leave. And that’s when she saw it. A red silk dress with a
flirty flared skirt hitting right above the knee and a scoop neck she could already tell would reveal
just the right amount of boob. A Zac Posen. The original price on the tag was $2,590. This was
crossed out. The dress was forty dollars. Forty fucking dollars!Her credit card debt flashed in her
mind’s eye: a gargantuan number that kept increasing with frightening speed. Desire and regret
and an uncontrollable naked need collided hard in her chest. She had absolutely no money, so
of course she shouldn’t get the dress, and she was already so late.Well, exactly. She was
already late. And there was no difference between being an hour late and an hour and ten
minutes late; none at all. And this was literally a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Literally. From
$2,590 down to $40 was a savings of—Krista quickly did the math in her head—98 percent. She
was basically making money by buying it. And most important of all, it would be perfect for the
audition. Absolutely perfect.Fuck it. This would take five minutes, tops. Krista snatched the dress
off the rack, head whipping around for a changing room—ooh, shoes!Forty-five minutes later,
she skidded into Clever Casting, simultaneously ecstatic with her purchases, terrified at facing
Dale, and nervous about the audition itself. She was breathless addressing the receptionist. “Hi,
I’m here to see—”“Krista Kumar.” Dale strode toward her, eyebrows drawn. His shoulder-length
hair was slicked back into a ponytail and he had an animal on a leash. Something wiggling and
furry and gross.“What the hell is that?” Krista backed up a step.“This is Willis.” Dale scooped the
furry thing up. Its body was distressingly long and overly flexible. “He’s a ferret.”“Why do you
have a ferret?”“My therapist told me to get a dog, but I really identified with a ferret. Didn’t I,
Willis?” Dale slipped into baby talk. “Didn’t I identify with you?”Krista suppressed the urge to gag.
“Where are the Bongo people?”Dale made a kissy face at the ferret, which squiggled wildly, tiny
claws pawing at the air. “The Bongo people are gone, Krista. The Bongo people are
gone.”“What?”“You’re two hours late. They cast someone else.”“But . . . But . . . I was locked out of 
my apartment. And the car was stuck in traffic. And—”“I don’t think this agency is a good fit for
you, Krista.”“What? What do you mean?”“Take Willis. If he wants something, he goes after it.
He’s focused. Determined.” He fixed her with a disapproving gaze. “Everything that you’re not.
Don’t bother calling me again.”Dale and the ferret ambled off, leaving her
alone.Alone.Broke.And . . . fired.A phone rang, the receptionist answered, and someone rushed
past her with a stack of DVDs.Krista dropped her tote on the floor and started to cry.· · · ·Even



though it was a brilliant late-summer afternoon, the inside of McHale’s Ales was so dark and
dingy you’d be forgiven for thinking it was the dead of winter. Krista dragged her sorry ass onto a
stool and ordered a whiskey.Her head was throbbing. Her nose was stuffy from crying. She’d
fucked the commercial. How was she going to explain it to Evie? Evie. She dropped her face into
her hands and groaned as she remembered breaking the kitchen window. Oh god, and she’d
gotten an Uber across the bridge. An Uber! She couldn’t even afford toilet paper. And then the
shopping . . . And getting fired . . . Her overwhelming stupidity pressed her facedown on the bar.
The red dress she was wearing suddenly seemed like a massive red flag. She was a fuckup, no
doubt about it. A total and complete—“Krista?”That’d be right. You never run into anyone you
know in Manhattan unless you’ve been crying. Krista squinted wearily in the direction of the
voice. An elegant blonde in a low-cut black silk jumpsuit was sitting at the other end of the bar.
Full, pink lips were turned up in a smile of recognition. Krista had never met anyone who owned
a low-cut black silk jumpsuit, let alone someone who looked like a goddamn supermodel in it.
“Yeah?”“Krista!” The woman beamed at her. “You don’t remember me.” She slid off her stool,
picking up a leather traveling bag that looked as expensive as the jumpsuit. Her smile was
generous and forgiving. “Penelope. We took an improv class together at UCB, earlier this year.
Oh, you were so funny.”“Thanks?” Krista tipped the whiskey that had appeared before her to her
lips.Penelope alighted next to her. “Do you still do it?”“Do what?”“Improv. Oh, you were such a
scream.”“Sometimes.” Krista rubbed her eyes. “I can’t really afford classes right now.”Penelope
cocked her head. “What’s wrong?”“I . . . Oh man, I am having the worst day. If there is a God,
she’s taking a big ol’ dump on Krista Kumar.”“Do you want to talk? I’m a good listener.”
Penelope’s voice sounded like torn silk.Without planning to, Krista unleashed. She started with
being late to the commercial, but in no time, it became about everything: the lack of auditions,
the crappy temp jobs, the blah blah sex life, the crippling debt that not even her best friend knew
about—everything. It felt so good to just talk. Penelope kept listening, making sympathetic little
noises that were actually really comforting. “I could’ve seriously banked today,” Krista moaned.
“But I blew it. I ruined it, like I ruin everything. I’m such a fucking idiot—”“You’re not an idiot.”
Penelope squeezed Krista’s shoulder. “You’re not. You’re really sweet. You really helped me in
that class, made me feel more confident onstage.” Then, almost as an afterthought, she added,
“Not everyone was so nice to me back then.”“What class?” Krista peered at the woman, buzzing
a little from the whiskey, but feeling certain when she said, “I’ve never taken a class with you. I’d
remember.”Penelope ran her tongue over her top lip. She was thinking, but it looked sexy. But
then again, she’d probably look sexy cleaning a toilet. “I’ve changed since then,” she said finally.
“Let me buy you another drink.”Krista sat up, now certain she had never met this kind, pretty
woman before in her life. “Who the fuck are you?”Penelope leaned toward Krista, eyes wide and
empathetic. She smelled like roses and champagne. “Someone who’s doing you a
favor.”4.somethingsnarky.net: Your Weekly Shot of SnarkGreetings Snarksters,Riddle me this:
Why is spending a weekend eating cheese puffs and casually masturbating while binge-
watching OITNB considered “depressing” when you’re single, and “romantic” when it’s with



another person? And why can’t I find someone to do it with?Not that I haven’t been looking. Like
half the US population, Madame Snark is contributing to the trillion-dollar industry that is online
dating. But TBH, I’m not sure how I feel about it. Sure, dot-com dating has increased our choices
and availability, but aren’t choice and availability the central tenets of capitalism, the siren song
of the rich white assholes ruining our planet? And if there are so many people out there to
potentially choose me, why aren’t I getting chosen?The central paradox of online dating in your
twenties is the need to sell yourself while working out who, exactly, you are. No one has any idea
who they are, which results in dating profiles that are a confusing mix of projections, sleight of
hand, and straight-out lies. But of course, that isn’t necessary if you’re a vanilla blonde with milk-
jug tits and a mouth like a raspberry popsicle. You could list your ideal vacay destination as
Alcatraz and you’d still fill your, ahem, inbox. The selves we spend so much time cultivating are
reduced to the sum total of a profile pic. It’s meritocracy as imagined by Disney. Think I’m
exaggerating? In a recent study, 49 percent of online daters said physical characteristics were
the most important factor when it came to a potential mate. Which means my lack of pen pals
distinctly relates to my visage.But a marshmallow stomach and Mole Man eyesight isn’t who I
am.Evie considered the words on her screen. The tip of her tongue touched her top lip in
concentration. Then she added, Or is it?Around her, the open-plan Salty offices hummed with
afternoon activity. Phones trilled. Hushed conversations were punctuated with occasional
squeals. The new Rihanna album played low on the stereo, sexy and threatening.Evie’s
coworkers were a sleek testament to blowouts and the art of accessorizing. Why the staff of a
magazine needed to look as good as the airbrushed models in it, Evie did not know.
Nevertheless, today was the monthly features meeting, so she’d made a special effort with a
vintage black blouse and her most flattering pencil skirt. Plus the mandatory mask of makeup.
When she first started, Evie rarely wore makeup to work. Around week three, the beauty editor,
Bethany, dropped off a small pot of concealer and a pink lipstick.“Are these for a spread?” Evie
asked, blinking behind her thick-rimmed glasses.“No,” Bethany replied, smiling indulgently. “For
you. From me.”“Oh. Thanks. But—”“But what?”“I don’t wear a ton of makeup.” This was delivered
in the tone of someone confessing to a small domestic crime: I was the one who ate your ice
cream.“I know.” Bethany picked up the concealer matter-of-factly. “This is for your dark circles,
and it’ll also tone down the redness on your chin. It’s amazing, it’s really expensive. And this”—
she tapped the lipstick—“will give you some color. You know, liven your face up a little bit.”Evie
picked up the products, trying to will away a flush of humiliation. She had a nonlivened face. A
dead face.“You can take anything you want from the red beauty cupboard,” Bethany added,
pointing at it. “That’s where I put things after I’m done. Seriously,” she added. “Anything. Mascara,
blush, eyeshadow . . .” She studied Evie’s face with the shamelessness of a plastic surgeon. “Lip
liner. Definitely lip liner.”“Okay,” Evie said. “I guess I’ll check it out.”“You’re more than welcome.”
Bethany gave Evie’s arm a squeeze. “We girls have got to look out for each other, right?”“Right,”
echoed Evie, thoroughly unsure if that was what had just happened.Now Evie sat at her
computer with semiexpertly applied foundation, concealer, blush, eyeshadow, mascara, and lip



gloss, toeing the line of Salty’s professional femininity. The click-clack of heels sounded behind
her. Evie switched her screen from her blog to an InDesign file seconds before the deputy editor,
Ella-Mae Morris, appeared by her desk. “Hey, Evie.”“Hey, Ella-Mae.” Evie smiled uneasily. There
was something a little unhinged about Ella-Mae, which Evie put down to perfectionism
manifested as a mild eating disorder. Above her computer, the twenty-eight-year-old had a little
printed card that read “I can have it if I want it, but do I really want it?” which meant all she
wanted was baby carrots.“Did you finish those beauty proofs?” Ella-Mae’s voice was high, oddly
childish.“Yup, finished them last night.” Evie handed her the corrected proofs. “And for the title for
the guide to Skype sex, I thought of ‘Girls on Film,’ ‘Lights, Camera, Bedroom Action,’ and
‘Ready for Your Close-Up?’ ”“Mmm.” Ella-Mae took the stack delicately. “I can’t remember,” she
continued. “Who was going to transcribe the Real Girl story about the woman who had plastic
surgery to look like Blue Ivy?”“You told me to do it,” Evie said. “But technically it isn’t actually my
job to transcribe things, so—”“Oh great,” Ella-Mae said, handing Evie a silver dictaphone.
“Losing my mind.”“Maybe you should eat more,” Evie murmured.“Huh?”“Nothing.” Evie smiled
brightly. “Hey, did you know ‘huh’ is one of the only words that’s the same in every
language?”“Huh?”“Exactly. It’s basically the same meaning and sound in Mandarin and
indigenous Australian languages and a bunch of others. Which makes it an argument for
language being a social interaction as opposed to, you know, anything biologically inherent.”Ella-
Mae regarded Evie curiously, as if she were a baby carrot she wasn’t sure she wanted or not.
“That’s interesting,” she said in a way that meant, You are so strange.“I’ll email you the Blue Ivy
transcript,” Evie said.“Thanks,” Ella-Mae said. “I’m going to freshen up before the features
meeting.”“See you there.” Evie slapped a smile on her face, letting it drop as soon as her deputy
editor turned her back. She didn’t want to dislike Ella-Mae. She wasn’t a bad person. Evie just
had nothing in common with her, and everything she said and did was irritating. Despite putting
hundreds of miles between her sur-blah-ban Chi-Town high school and her current place of
employment, somehow the Salty office found Evie back on the playground: invisible and
irrelevant.Evie pinched the skin between her eyes. She could not get last night’s date out of her
head. Quinn’s words circled, obsessively, dementedly on repeat. “What you spend most of your
time doing is actually what you do.” If this was true, and Evie was pretty sure it was, then she
really was nothing more than an overworked underling who made second-rate sexual
puns.Maybe it was time to raise the bar.· · · ·The monthly features meeting for what would be
the November issue took place in a glass-walled conference room. Salty’s various section
editors, the art team, and the other copyeditors were seated around a large oval table. Evie
hovered next to the fashion editors, Gemma and Rose, breakable china dolls who lived on
cigarettes and green tea. “Can I squeeze in next to you? I need to be close to the door in case of
a snack-related emergency.” They both gave Evie a smile that didn’t reach their teeth or eyes,
and wordlessly slid their chairs over to make room. A bone-deep feeling of being the odd one out
—the last one picked for dodgeball, the first one to volunteer to be the designated driver in order
to score an invite—resurfaced. Evie took a seat, reminding herself to stop making jokes with her



coworkers.The empty seat at the head of the table was reserved for Jan Stilton, their editor-in-
chief. The table tensed as she stalked in, a bone-thin, no-bullshit fortysomething wearing
lightweight camel cashmere and a dark, chilly lipstick. In her editor’s letter, Jan came across as
bubbly and celebratory as champagne. In reality, she was coolly impressive and generally
terrifying, like a high-end meat cleaver. She was also extremely British. “Beauty.” Jan indicated
Bethany. “Let’s start with you.”Bethany clacked ten tangerine-colored fingernails together in
breathy excitement. “ ‘Law of the Jungle.’ ‘Survival of the Fabbest.’ How to do a perfect smoky
cat eye. How to get hair as thick as a lion’s mane.”Ella-Mae thought out loud. “Something on
Ebook Libraryian clay mud masks?”“There’s a new range of henna hair color that’s inspired by
that lost tribe they just found,” Bethany added. “The ones who didn’t have language. I thought
that could work.”“Speak to Carmen in Marketing,” Jan said. “Might get a spend with Revlon’s
winter campaign.”One by one the section editors pitched Jan their ideas, to which she mostly
nodded, firing off suggestions and only occasionally screwing up her face into a no way
expression. (Jan waged a war on wrinkles, so these were far and few between.)Of all the section
editors, Evie thought Entertainment had the best gig. Salty’s name got them into every event in
town. Next week, they were going to the launch of Milk Teeth, the fifth novel by Velma Wolff,
Evie’s favorite writer. Evie wasn’t that surprised when Jan approved running a few photos from
the launch. Not because Velma’s books won awards, because she dated Victoria’s Secret
models. Every semifamous lesbian on the East Coast would be there. This fit Salty’s idea of
diversity. Famous, gorgeous queer women whom straight women would tweet about turning gay
for.The only section editor not to have any of her pitches rejected was the sex and love editor,
Crystal. She’d been at the magazine for ten years and read her notes with the vaguely bored air
of someone discussing a weekly shopping list. “ ‘The Secret Sex Move Even Your Best Friend
Won’t Admit She’s Doing,’ and that’s getting fucked up the ass wearing a blindfold.” A nod from
Jan. “ ‘Rethinking Oral Sex,’ subhead ‘Hint: You’re Doing It Wrong,’ and that’ll be something
about suction.” Another nod. “And ‘What He’ll Never Admit He Wants You to Do.’ And that’s sexify
his favorite childhood cartoon, so he can fuck you dressed as Wilma Flintstone or April from the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.”“Very nice,” said Jan, and everyone nodded in thoughtful
approval.After going through the freelance pitches that had come in to fill the ten feature spots,
Jan announced they still needed one more story. “Any ideas?”This was the cue for open
discussion. Anyone at the table could make a suggestion. Evie had never had the courage to
speak up. She cleared her throat. “Uh, I have a couple ideas.”A table of startled meerkats. En
masse, every head swiveled in her direction.“Evie.” Jan sounded as surprised as everyone else
looked. “Yes?”Evie held up a color printout. The table collectively eewwed in perverse delight. It
was the most recent picture of former child star Lucy De La Mar, whose obsession with plastic
surgery had resulted in a lopsided Frankenface. The candid snapshot Evie was holding had
recently made the media rounds, with every commentator taking the chance to bemoan how
she’d taken her “upkeep” too far.“What’s the angle?” Ella-Mae wondered. “Good nose jobs gone
bad?”“We defend her,” Evie said. “The media had a field day with this. But what’s interesting is



the double standard. Women are told that being beautiful gives us value. But if the pursuit of this
compulsory beauty backfires, as it must do because it’s an impossible ideal, the media
attacks.”“But she’s so vain, look at how much work she’s had done,” sniffed Rose.“But don’t you
think that’s social pressure? It’s unfair. It’s like when you let your roots get too long, and everyone
calls you Stripey.”“Who calls me Stripey?” Rose looked shocked.“No one,” hissed Ella-Mae,
glaring at Evie.“Next.” Jan’s voice was ice.Evie swallowed. “I have one more. It’s a feature on how
women use social media in protest movements.”Jan arched an eyebrow. “Okay,” she said
carefully.Evie warmed with the borderline encouragement. “We start with female Saudi activists
who post videos of themselves driving on YouTube. Maybe ‘Driving Miss Dhuka’ or ‘In the
Driver’s Seat.’ Then we move on to the Arab Spring—”“Ooh!” Bethany perked up. “A spa feature?
Like something that rates the top five day spas?”“No,” Evie said. “The Arab Spring uprising. The
protests in the Arab world that started in 2010.”The table morphed into a circle of frowning,
doubtful faces.“Women faced pretty intense backlash, even from their fellow fighters,” Evie said.
“But they were vital participants, especially online. There’s some really awesome bloggers we
could reach out to.”Gemma fluttered her eyelashes, voice whispery-soft. “That sounds . . . kind of
depressing.”“It’s important,” Evie said. “It’s something that matters to women.”“Right,” said
Bethany. “But so do day spas.”“Yeah, I think we all liked the day spa idea,” added Ella-Mae,
scribbling a note.“That wasn’t one of my ideas!” Evie caught herself, tried to reestablish calm.
“Guys, this issue is looking great, and I cannot wait to tell some guy he can fuck me while
dressed as Smurfette, but maybe we can have a mix of ideas.”“A mix of ideas?” Jan
asked.“Yeah!” Evie exclaimed. “Maybe we can have an opinion on current events and all the
sexist shit that’s happening in the world. Maybe it’s time to raise the bar.”Crickets.Pissed-off
crickets.Ella-Mae sat back in her chair with a squeaky little huff while Gemma and Rose
exchanged incredulous glances.“Raise the bar—” Bethany began repeating caustically before
Jan interrupted her.“Evie, let’s see a one-page on America’s best day spas,” she said. “Big cities
only. Great work today, everyone.” She stood, gathering her phone and notebook. Evie sat
without moving. Fingers of unease dug under her collar. “And Evie.” Jan addressed her from the
doorway, face unreadable. “Pop by my office on your way out today.”That had been a mistake.A
huge fucking mistake.5.The view from Jan’s office rendered New York picturesque and
harmless; the city you wanted it to be as opposed to the city it was. As Jan finished up a phone
call, Evie wondered if this was the last time she could hold Manhattan at such an arm’s length.
Krista was chronically unemployed; she was practically allergic to work. And Willow had never
worked a day in her life, beyond short-lived waitress stints to try to prove she could make it on
her own. Evie couldn’t lose this job. It was an adult job, with adult benefits and adult prospects.
Having grown up with a single mom, she saw how important each and every shift was to make
ends meet. She’d been unemployed for four stressful months in New York before getting the
offer to come in for the copyeditor interview, her previous summer interning stint thankfully
paying off. The anonymity of being just another arts graduate in a city that was choked with them
hadn’t just been depressing—it’d been frightening.Salty had been a life raft. And sure, the



magazine was mostly dumb, and yes, it was copyediting, not actually writing. But it was for a
magazine even her granddad had heard of, owned by one of the biggest media companies in
the world. And now she might have gotten herself fired.Evie fidgeted, fighting growing panic.
How desperate did you have to be before sex work was an option? Evie had tried phone sex last
winter: one of Krista’s Craigslist temp jobs. When the guy on the other end asked what she liked,
Evie blurted out, “Star Wars!” and hung up.Jan ended her call. “Sorry about that—”“Am I fired?”
Evie all but yelled the question. “Because, uh, that would be denying me natural justice.” Her
memory flapped about, trying to piece together Krista’s various just-got-sacked rants. “I don’t
believe my behavior qualified as ‘gross misconduct,’ and if you take a look at the terms of my
employment—”“I’m not firing you, Evie.” Jan tented her fingertips, the shadow of a smile on her
mouth. “I just want to talk. Are you happy here?”“Yes,” Evie said. “Of course.”“I don’t mean, are
you happy getting a paycheck,” Jan qualified. “I mean, are you happy here? Do you like it? Do
you like the magazine?”Evie was expecting Jan to be her usual terrifying self. She twisted a little.
“Can I be honest?”Jan gestured in front of her, as if to say, be my guest.“Salty has, what, three
million readers?”“Three and a half.”“That’s an amazing platform. That’s so many people! It just
feels to me like we could really make a difference for girls. Women. Women girls. If it was a bit
more . . .”“A bit more what?”Evie squirmed. Her face had gone hot. “Well, feminist, I guess.”“You
don’t think Salty is feminist?”“No,” Evie said. “I think it’s the opposite. Salty is just sex and
shopping.”Jan regarded her thoughtfully. “What does feminism mean to you? What does it do for
girls? For women?”Evie answered with the ease of someone who had attended approximately
six million Women’s Action Collective meetings during her four years at Sarah Lawrence.
“Empowers them.”“Makes them feel good about themselves,” Jan said. “Liberated.
Independent.”“Sure.”Jan scooped up a copy of the current issue. Lauren Conrad simpered at
them both from the glossy front cover, one cherry-red fingernail hooked into the plunge of a V-
neck T-shirt to reveal a surprising amount of cleavage (Photoshop). For a magazine that
generally shunned lesbianism, the cover shots were always confusingly erotic. Readers were
supposed to emulate Lauren, never—despite her come-hither pout, her touch-me-now parted
lips—feel anything other than friendly affection or requisite jealousy.Weird.Jan said, “Tell me
what you see here.”Cover lines screamed in neon orange: fashion crazed, hysterically horny.
Evie read them aloud with a heavy dollop of infomercial enthusiasm. “ ‘Eight MUST-HAVE Boots
for Fall!’ ‘How to Make Him BEG FOR IT.’ ”Jan tapped at one of the largest ones: “ ‘Good Vibes:
How to Buy YOUR FIRST VIBRATOR!’ ” She cocked a neatly plucked eyebrow at Evie.Evie had
to stop herself from rolling her eyes. “I don’t think owning a dildo will start the revolution.”“I don’t
think most girls want a revolution,” Jan said, sounding amused. “I think they want a publication
where a healthy sexual appetite is celebrated. I think they want a magazine that teaches them to
give and receive sexual pleasure the way sex should be: fun. Adventurous. Nonjudgmental.
Where else do you go for that? The internet’s a pervy shitshow. You’re not going to ask Mum
about it. And your friends are probably as clueless as you are, with a collective sexual history of
getting fingerbanged at a frat party.” This almost sounded like a fond recollection. “I think they



want a publication that celebrates the fact that girls love shopping. Fuck what the boys think.
Fuck what their parents think. Our magazine says you can spend the money you earned yourself
any damn way you like, and here’s some options we think are pretty fab. Because that’s what
feminism did for women. It made us sexually liberated and financially independent. I think,” Jan
finished, “sex and shopping are empowering for our readers.”Evie was speechless. Instinctively,
she didn’t agree with Jan. But she couldn’t work out why not. Somehow, what her editor was
saying made sense.Jan continued, “If you want to work for Jezebel, go work for Jezebel. But if
you want to stay here, I need you on my side.” Jan leaned forward across the desk. Her voice
was soft and proper. “Our brand is sex and shopping. If you want to work for Salty, you need to
embrace that. Can you do that, Evie?”Evie willed herself to say no. No. That if Jan wasn’t
interested in broadening the conversation, in writing about things that mattered—in yes, raising
the bar—she was out of there. Because there comes a time in every girl’s—in every woman’s—
life when you have to stand up for what you believe in. When you side with morals over money,
when you put your foot down and say, “Goddammit. I am not going to take it anymore.”This,
unfortunately, was not one of those times.“Yes,” Evie said. “Of course.”“Good. Look, you’re a
great copyeditor and I want you to be happy. I know the spa special isn’t exactly what you had in
mind. But there might be something coming up you could help with. Have you heard about Extra
Salt?”Evie had, vaguely. It was something the digital team was doing: short biweekly
webisodes.“We might need some help researching the stories,” Jan said. “Depending on who we
cast as a host. Some of the girls have a background in journalism. And some are just . . .” She
made a twirly motion with her hand.“Pretty faces,” Evie finished.“Less experienced.”“So if you
cast a pretty face without experience, there might be a job in it for me.”“Exactly,” Jan said. “Just
short term—don’t go burning any more bridges yet.”Evie smiled grimly at her feet.“We’re casting
tomorrow and Thursday, up on thirty-nine,” Jan continued. “Pop by when you get in.”Evie tried
hard to feel excited about this. A new opportunity, a new challenge. But for some reason, she
could summon no such spark. How could this be anything other than more of the same? “Okay. I
will.”Jan’s eyes slid back to her computer screen. “Thank you.” The lyrical dismissal signaled
Evie’s departure. “And Evie?”She paused in the doorway. “Yes?”For a second, her editor was just
a tiny slip of a woman with incredible bone structure. Hardly threatening at all. “We are doing
good work here. You know that, right?”6.“Turn your face toward the light a little.”Mark obeyed and
moved his head a quarter inch.“Mmm. Yep. Good.”Willow’s camera shutter clicked languidly, the
sound of a long exposure.Mark tried not to move his mouth. “Are you getting the full glory of my
Jew nose?”“It’d be hard not to,” Willow murmured.Mark grinned and took a swipe at her with his
foot, managing to hook her into him, pulling her between his legs. He was sitting on a stool in
front of a bedsheet Willow had hung up, creating the makeshift studio. A layer of incense smoke
wafted close to the ceiling, visible in the afternoon light. Even though Willow’s bedroom
overlooked Central Park, she’d covered all the windows in swaths of material.The photographs
weren’t working. Why not? Willow tried to lull her mind, to have it find whatever it was that
directed her hand when she decorated her space. The velvet-covered bed, junky old lamps, and



collection of pinned butterflies looked less like a girl’s bedroom and more like the studio of a
1920s poet. Creating it hadn’t been deliberate: it just came into being. But the room’s unearthly
aura was eluding her now, refusing to present its essence in Mark’s expressions. Maybe it was
the fact he was here. Watching her.The palpable sensation of failure rose in her throat. She
swallowed to tamp it down. The thought of Mark offering encouragement right now would only
make everything worse. There wasn’t a new series idea here. Why did inspiration keep eluding
her? Why couldn’t she see a way forward?Mark pressed his face between Willow’s small
breasts, glasses pushing back against his cheeks. He inhaled deeply and let his breath out with
a muted groan. She could tell he was getting turned on. He spoke into her chest. “Tell me
something I don’t know about you.”Her phone chimed. She stepped out of Mark’s arms to reach
for it. A text, from Evie. Just got off subway by you. Krista didn’t get commercial and is in weird
mood: only wine can save us now! Willow looked back at Mark. His gaze was too intense for her
to sink into it like she knew he wanted her to. Instead, Willow let her eyes drift over his thick
eyebrows, down his jaw, and up over the tiny, star-shaped chicken pox scar on his temple. “I got
my period today.”“I don’t care.” Mark’s response was immediate. “I really don’t.”Willow shifted the
heavy camera from one hand to the other awkwardly. “I do.”Mark dropped his hands. “Okay,” he
acquiesced. “Can I stand up for a second?”Willow nodded. “I’ll import these.”Mark wandered
over to her bed and spread out flat on his back. “Prunik asked us over for dinner next Thursday.
He and his wife really want to meet you.”Prunik was Mark’s business partner. Willow looked over
her shoulder at him, half smiling. “Why?”“To prove you exist. I think Prunik’s exact wording in the
email was ‘You and your imaginary girlfriend are invited for an Indian feast.’ ”Willow froze. There
it was. Girlfriend. And even though Mark had been casual, joking, when he said it, Willow still felt
it sock her in the stomach.Mark pulled himself to a sitting position. “I don’t want to pressure you
or anything. But . . . it’s been eight months.”“Seven and a half,” she corrected.He grinned. “You’ve
been keeping count? I thought you said that was stupid.”She blushed and ducked her head. “It
is.”Mark got to his feet and crossed the room to crouch next to her. “I’m fine if you’re not ready. I
really am. But . . .”“But what?”“I don’t want to sound like a cliché here, but . . . I guess I want to
know where this is going. Because if you never want to be my girlfriend, I guess,
maybe . . .”“Maybe what? You’ll break up with me?”“Yes. No. I don’t know.” He got to his feet,
suddenly frustrated. “It’s been seven and a half months. I’m here half the week, you’re at my
place half the week, and everyone at work is always asking about you, how my girlfriend is
doing, and I feel like I’m lying when I don’t correct them, you know, and I kind of feel like an
idiot.”Willow got to her feet and wrapped her small hands around his.Mark. Solid, reliable,
trustworthy Mark. The boy who never cheated on his taxes, let alone a girlfriend—at least, as far
as she knew. If she could trust anyone, it would be Mark. But still, something whispered dark and
low in her ear that trusting Mark—trusting any man—was foolish. “So ask me.”Realization
flickered behind his eyes. He smiled down at her broadly. Then he coughed and cleared his
throat, adopting a mock-serious voice. “Willow Alice Hendriksen.”“Yes?”“Will you be my
girlfriend?”Fear clung to her ribs. She ignored it. “Yes.”Mark kissed her softly. She moved her



hands up to his head to tangle them in his hair, and soon they were making out hungrily, like they
did when they first started dating. He slid his hands to her ass, which was flat, almost like a
boy’s. His lips moved down to her neck. She could feel his erection through his pants. He started
moving them toward the bed. She resisted. “My period . . .”He cupped her face in his hands. “So
what?”Willow swallowed. “The girls will be here soon—”But it was only half a protest. Without
warning, Mark moved one arm across her back, one behind her knees, scooping her off her feet.
The surprise of it made her squeal, a rare noise, and the two of them stumbled, tumbled onto her
bed. Mark’s mouth felt like a hungry live thing. An insatiable creature.“Wait.” She extracted
herself from underneath him, picking her way past clothes and records to the nearest
lamp.“Leave it on,” Mark panted, unbuttoning his fly.She didn’t answer, switching it off, sending
the room into early night.“I want to see you,” he complained, horniness making him whiny. He
tried pulling her slip off, but she resisted. He kissed her, pushing his tongue into her mouth as if
to swallow her whole.Willow closed her eyes, starting the well-worn mental porn that she both
hated and couldn’t come without. In her mind’s eye, her breasts were freakishly huge, hideously
oversized, like two bulbous watermelons strapped to her chest . . .“Babe.”Above her, Mark’s face
was open and raw.“Where are you?” he asked.“Here.” She kissed him, he kissed her back. “I’m
here.”“Let’s go in front of the mirror.”“What? No.”Before she knew what was happening, he was
moving them both off the end of her bed to stand in front of her full-length mirror. Willow was so
stunned she couldn’t protest when he pulled her slip up, off over her head, his fingers clumsy
with excitement. He kissed her neck, rubbing the tip of his cock over her clit. She couldn’t feel it.
All she could see was her body, splayed like one of the pinned butterflies on her wall.Mark eased
himself inside her. “Look at you,” he moaned. “Look how fucking hot you are.”Willow stood inert,
staring in horror. Nonexistent breasts that weren’t even a handful, that were more male than
female. Disproportionately large thighs that quivered like jelly with each thrust. Giant forehead
the size of a serving platter. Why did she grow her bangs out?Mark moaned again, picking up
rhythm. “You’re so fucking hot.”This was it? This was what he found so erotic—this unspecial
collection of limbs and flesh? Not possible. This was grotesque. “No.” She wriggled.Praise
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LINDSAY, MY EVERYTHINGPart One:FoundationPart One:Foundation1.Despite her mother’s
impassioned insistence to the contrary, Evie Selby had never thought of herself as beautiful.
There were moments when she felt cute: some high-angle, low-light selfies that made her dyed
black hair and small, intent face look pixieish, even sweet. There were moments when she felt
cool: the day she started wearing the thickest black-rimmed glasses she could find, the night a
line of poetry was inked into her pale forearm. But beautiful? No. That was the domain of women
with evenly placed, oversized features, with hair like horses’ manes and bodies like foreign
sports cars: angular, flashy, quietly powerful. Women like the smirking, self-satisfied model who
was emblazoned on one of the glossy page proofs that were tucked under her arm. If only she
had a quarter, a fifth, an eighth of that woman’s allure, Evie might feel more confident about
tonight’s date.Stop it, she instructed herself. She pushed her glasses up her nose and drew in a
breath of summer-thick city air. You are a goddess. You are a catch. You are, like, the outcome of
every self-help book ever written. And, she realized on checking the time, you are also late. She
was supposed to be at the Wythe Gallery three and a half minutes ago.Despite what those on
the happily coupled sidelines might think, 99 percent of online dates weren’t exciting enough to
be fun or nerve-racking enough to be adventurous. They were just . . . awkward. Boring. An hour
of small talk with someone you’d think twice about saving from a burning building. Online dating
was like Russian roulette. Mostly misses. But sometimes, people Evie knew had met that all-too-



rare bullet: a smart, aesthetically pleasing New Yorker who was still single. Maybe tonight, Evie
thought, is the night I blow my brains out.The gallery was only half full. Even though it was a
Monday, she’d been expecting a bigger crowd, if only from the cachet of Willow’s last name. A
mere smattering of Brooklynites clad in sheer skirts and vintage bow ties stood chatting in front
of her friend’s pocket-sized experimental photographs. And they all seemed paired off. Everyone
except one girl on the other side of the room. About Evie’s height, but thinner, smaller. Dark hair
fell to her shoulders. She was dressed simply in a T-shirt and skinny jeans. When she turned to
look at a photograph, Evie’s jaw loosened.Totally cute.Totally Ellen Page–y.Impossibly, Quinn
was even more attractive in person.Panic coursed through Evie’s veins. I should have worn an A-
game dress.She needed booze. A small bar offered wine and beer. Willow’s boyfriend, Mark,
was playing barkeep.“Hey.” She dumped the proofs onto the folding table. “Can I leave these
here? Is my makeup okay? What white wine do you have?” She shot another look at Quinn, not
yet ready for eye contact.“Evie, hey.” The tall, bespectacled boy gathered his replies quickly.
“Yes, yes, and sauvignon blanc. Rough day at the office?”Evie shook her head. “Date.” She
nodded at Quinn.“Ah.” Mark handed her a cup.
“Fun.”“Nervous.”“Unnecessary.”“Lying.”“Untrue!”Evie cracked a smile.Mark grinned. “Go get ’em,
tiger.”Evie grabbed another cup for Quinn and began walking over, trying to quell the irritating
kick of nerves. “Quinn?”At the sound of her name, the girl turned, revealing a moon-shaped face,
and eyes that seemed more round than oval. Clear skin. Sweet smile. “Evie?”“In the flesh,” Evie
said, trying not to think about her own less-than-clear skin, her own less-than-sweet smile.
“Hi.”“Hi.”“Hi,” Evie said again, inwardly kicking herself for sounding like a robot. She offered
Quinn the cup. “Thirsty?”“Actually, I don’t drink. I don’t need to drug myself to enjoy life.”Evie
blinked. Fucking online dating—“I’m kidding.” Quinn grinned and plucked the wine from her hand.
“Thanks.”“Oh.” Evie breathed laughter. Online, Quinn was acerbic and difficult to pin down,
qualities Evie found as attractive as the warmer, less artfully constructed person standing in front
of her.Quinn glanced around. “This is your friend’s opening?”“Yeah. Willow Hendriksen.” Only
now did she spot Willow pressed into one corner, walled in by some intense arty types. Her
formless green silk shift and light ash-blond hair colored with a hint of pastel pink gave the
twenty-two-year-old the look of being slightly untethered. There was something distinctly
ethereal about Willow Hendriksen, like she might transform into a flock of birds if you snapped
your fingers. “That’s her.”Quinn looked at Willow as if she was nervous to get caught doing so.
“That’s Matteo Hendriksen’s daughter, right? The filmmaker?”Evie nodded. “Mm-hmm.”“Wow.
Cool. Have you met him?”“Yeah.” Evie nodded again, warming to the fact Quinn seemed
impressed by this. “Sure. He’s not in the States much these days. But Willow still lives at home,
so when he’s around, we hang. We chill. We’re chill buddies.” Evie winced. Did I really just say
chill buddies?“God, I can’t imagine what that must be like,” Quinn said. “Having created so much
great art that people like and respect.”What Evie couldn’t imagine was how she was in Quinn’s
league. “So, you’re a musician?”Quinn shrugged. “Trying.”“You sound like you’d have a great
singing voice. And you have a great look.”Quinn smiled in pleased surprise. “Thanks.” She



moved to the next photo. Evie trailed her. “Someone just told me what you spend most of your
time doing is actually what you do. Like, if you say you’re an actor, but you just go to one audition
a week and spend most of your time working as a server, then you’re a server. I did the math,
and hey, turns out I am a musician.” Quinn smiled up at Evie, almost shyly. “And your profile tells
me you’re a writer. What do you write about?”Evie didn’t think of herself as a writer in the way
Quinn was a musician. She had a blog called Something Snarky, but it was anonymous, and it
wasn’t what she spent most of her time doing. That was being a lowly copyeditor for a women’s
magazine called Salty, fixing typos in stories called “How to Blow His Mind Using the Contents of
Your Refrigerator.” That wouldn’t impress somebody like Quinn. “I write for the New York Times.”
The words fell out of her mouth, as unplanned as a sneeze.“Whoa!” Quinn laughed a little. “Wow.
That’s amazing.”“I think they’re trying to even out their gender ratio, you know?” Evie improvised,
recalling the fact the Times had the biggest gender gap in the industry when it came to writers.
“It has its ups and downs. Like everything.”“You’re a staff writer?” Quinn’s eyes stayed wide.“Yep,”
Evie said. “I interned there during college, and just started a few months ago.”“Wow. I know I said
it before, but that is really impressive.” Quinn’s eyes stayed glued on Evie’s a beat longer than
they should have before she slid them away. Warm, liquid desire unspooled slowly in Evie’s
stomach, like a cat waking up from a long afternoon nap.“Have you eaten?” Quinn asked.Evie
shook her head.“Oh good, I’m starving. There’s a Moroccan place around the corner. Any
interest?”“Sure.” Definitely. Three thousand percent.“Great. I’ll just use the restroom.”Evie slung
her purse over her shoulder to go linger at the gallery’s entrance. She sipped her wine, actively
containing the sheer exhilaration that Quinn’s suggestion—more specifically, Quinn’s acceptance
—had inspired. It had been six months since she’d had sex. The most action she’d gotten all
summer was a Pap smear. And while (when done properly) sex could be a whole lot of messy,
sticky fun, what she really missed was being kissed. The nervous, enthusiastic, almost-always-
botched first kiss, memorable in its imperfection, passionately inelegant. This narrative was
leading to that kiss. The meal, the drink after the meal, the amble to someone’s subway, the
kiss.Of course, her lie was stupid. But she could always back out of it later. Or hell, maybe she
could get something published in the Times. Sure, she was only twenty-three, but the way Quinn
had been looking at her made her feel like she could climb Mount Kilimanjaro without breaking a
sweat.“Evie.”The low, almost musical murmur could only be the lady of the hour. “Willow, hey!”
Evie gave her a one-armed hug, pressing her free hand into Willow’s sharp shoulder blade.
“Congratulations.”Willow smiled wistfully and let her gaze wander around the half-empty room. “I
never wanted to be famous because of my name, but this is sort of depressing.”“No, it’s not! This
is amazing.”“Which is why you’re leaving after . . . five minutes?”“I’m not leaving! I’m just . . . going
to a different place—”Willow waved the excuse off and gave Evie a knowing smile. “Am I
witnessing a rare Evie flirt?”“Indeed you are.” Evie couldn’t help but grin. “We’re getting
food.”“That’s great. You look really pretty.”“Oh please.” Evie rubbed at the dark circles she was
sure her glasses accentuated. “I look like someone just punched me in the face.”“Stop it.” Willow
tugged a lock of Evie’s dark hair affectionately.Quinn’s voice sounded behind them. “Your friend



behind the bar gave these to me. Wanted to make sure you didn’t forget them.”Evie spun
around.Quinn was carrying the Salty proofs. The story on top was about vajazzling. “ ‘Add some
ooh-ah to your hoo-ha.’ ” Quinn read Evie’s subhead aloud, before fixing her with an odd frown.
“Wowsers.”“God, are you still taking work home, Evie? I thought you said you weren’t doing that
anymore.” Willow smiled at Quinn. “I’m Willow.”“Quinn,” Quinn replied, but she was looking at
Evie. “Work?”“I’ve been trying to get her to quit all year,” Willow said. “Maybe you can help me
stage an intervention.”Evie darted her gaze from Willow, to Quinn, to the pages. Her throat had
tightened. “They’re not actually for me.”“But your name’s there.” Quinn pointed to the white ticket
stapled to the top, reading, “ ‘Copyeditor: Evie Selby.’ ”“Right.” Evie’s cheeks were warming. Her
breathing had become shallow. “Right.”“Call me later.” Willow melted away.“So you’re a
copyeditor as well as being a journalist,” Quinn said, sounding as if she didn’t believe
herself.Shit. Shit. “No.” Evie’s voice was pint-sized. “I mean, I’m just the first part.”Quinn’s mouth
was ajar, set into a look of bewildered confusion. “You straight-up lied about writing for the
Times.”“Actually, I was positively visualizing my perfect future.” Evie licked her lips. “It’s a very
powerful technique.”“Lying?”“Visualizing.”Quinn’s expression became incredulous. All warmth,
all interest had been sucked away.“Please don’t go,” Evie said. “You’re—fuck—you’re really cute,
and nice, and I am too, nice, I mean. Jury’s still out on cute.” She was babbling. “I fucked up, I’m
sorry.”Quinn backed up a step, slowly, as if not wanting to alarm an angry dog. “Sorry, Evie. This
just feels wrong.”Her date exited the gallery, leaving Evie with a plastic cup of wine and a guide
on how to accessorize a vagina.1.Despite her mother’s impassioned insistence to the contrary,
Evie Selby had never thought of herself as beautiful. There were moments when she felt cute:
some high-angle, low-light selfies that made her dyed black hair and small, intent face look
pixieish, even sweet. There were moments when she felt cool: the day she started wearing the
thickest black-rimmed glasses she could find, the night a line of poetry was inked into her pale
forearm. But beautiful? No. That was the domain of women with evenly placed, oversized
features, with hair like horses’ manes and bodies like foreign sports cars: angular, flashy, quietly
powerful. Women like the smirking, self-satisfied model who was emblazoned on one of the
glossy page proofs that were tucked under her arm. If only she had a quarter, a fifth, an eighth of
that woman’s allure, Evie might feel more confident about tonight’s date.Stop it, she instructed
herself. She pushed her glasses up her nose and drew in a breath of summer-thick city air. You
are a goddess. You are a catch. You are, like, the outcome of every self-help book ever written.
And, she realized on checking the time, you are also late. She was supposed to be at the Wythe
Gallery three and a half minutes ago.Despite what those on the happily coupled sidelines might
think, 99 percent of online dates weren’t exciting enough to be fun or nerve-racking enough to
be adventurous. They were just . . . awkward. Boring. An hour of small talk with someone you’d
think twice about saving from a burning building. Online dating was like Russian roulette. Mostly
misses. But sometimes, people Evie knew had met that all-too-rare bullet: a smart, aesthetically
pleasing New Yorker who was still single. Maybe tonight, Evie thought, is the night I blow my
brains out.The gallery was only half full. Even though it was a Monday, she’d been expecting a



bigger crowd, if only from the cachet of Willow’s last name. A mere smattering of Brooklynites
clad in sheer skirts and vintage bow ties stood chatting in front of her friend’s pocket-sized
experimental photographs. And they all seemed paired off. Everyone except one girl on the other
side of the room. About Evie’s height, but thinner, smaller. Dark hair fell to her shoulders. She
was dressed simply in a T-shirt and skinny jeans. When she turned to look at a photograph,
Evie’s jaw loosened.Totally cute.Totally Ellen Page–y.Impossibly, Quinn was even more attractive
in person.Panic coursed through Evie’s veins. I should have worn an A-game dress.She needed
booze. A small bar offered wine and beer. Willow’s boyfriend, Mark, was playing barkeep.“Hey.”
She dumped the proofs onto the folding table. “Can I leave these here? Is my makeup okay?
What white wine do you have?” She shot another look at Quinn, not yet ready for eye
contact.“Evie, hey.” The tall, bespectacled boy gathered his replies quickly. “Yes, yes, and
sauvignon blanc. Rough day at the office?”Evie shook her head. “Date.” She nodded at
Quinn.“Ah.” Mark handed her a cup. “Fun.”“Nervous.”“Unnecessary.”“Lying.”“Untrue!”Evie
cracked a smile.Mark grinned. “Go get ’em, tiger.”Evie grabbed another cup for Quinn and began
walking over, trying to quell the irritating kick of nerves. “Quinn?”At the sound of her name, the
girl turned, revealing a moon-shaped face, and eyes that seemed more round than oval. Clear
skin. Sweet smile. “Evie?”“In the flesh,” Evie said, trying not to think about her own less-than-
clear skin, her own less-than-sweet smile. “Hi.”“Hi.”“Hi,” Evie said again, inwardly kicking herself
for sounding like a robot. She offered Quinn the cup. “Thirsty?”“Actually, I don’t drink. I don’t need
to drug myself to enjoy life.”Evie blinked. Fucking online dating—“I’m kidding.” Quinn grinned and
plucked the wine from her hand. “Thanks.”“Oh.” Evie breathed laughter. Online, Quinn was
acerbic and difficult to pin down, qualities Evie found as attractive as the warmer, less artfully
constructed person standing in front of her.Quinn glanced around. “This is your friend’s
opening?”“Yeah. Willow Hendriksen.” Only now did she spot Willow pressed into one corner,
walled in by some intense arty types. Her formless green silk shift and light ash-blond hair
colored with a hint of pastel pink gave the twenty-two-year-old the look of being slightly
untethered. There was something distinctly ethereal about Willow Hendriksen, like she might
transform into a flock of birds if you snapped your fingers. “That’s her.”Quinn looked at Willow as
if she was nervous to get caught doing so. “That’s Matteo Hendriksen’s daughter, right? The
filmmaker?”Evie nodded. “Mm-hmm.”“Wow. Cool. Have you met him?”“Yeah.” Evie nodded
again, warming to the fact Quinn seemed impressed by this. “Sure. He’s not in the States much
these days. But Willow still lives at home, so when he’s around, we hang. We chill. We’re chill
buddies.” Evie winced. Did I really just say chill buddies?“God, I can’t imagine what that must be
like,” Quinn said. “Having created so much great art that people like and respect.”What Evie
couldn’t imagine was how she was in Quinn’s league. “So, you’re a musician?”Quinn shrugged.
“Trying.”“You sound like you’d have a great singing voice. And you have a great look.”Quinn
smiled in pleased surprise. “Thanks.” She moved to the next photo. Evie trailed her. “Someone
just told me what you spend most of your time doing is actually what you do. Like, if you say
you’re an actor, but you just go to one audition a week and spend most of your time working as a



server, then you’re a server. I did the math, and hey, turns out I am a musician.” Quinn smiled up
at Evie, almost shyly. “And your profile tells me you’re a writer. What do you write about?”Evie
didn’t think of herself as a writer in the way Quinn was a musician. She had a blog called
Something Snarky, but it was anonymous, and it wasn’t what she spent most of her time doing.
That was being a lowly copyeditor for a women’s magazine called Salty, fixing typos in stories
called “How to Blow His Mind Using the Contents of Your Refrigerator.” That wouldn’t impress
somebody like Quinn. “I write for the New York Times.” The words fell out of her mouth, as
unplanned as a sneeze.“Whoa!” Quinn laughed a little. “Wow. That’s amazing.”“I think they’re
trying to even out their gender ratio, you know?” Evie improvised, recalling the fact the Times
had the biggest gender gap in the industry when it came to writers. “It has its ups and downs.
Like everything.”“You’re a staff writer?” Quinn’s eyes stayed wide.“Yep,” Evie said. “I interned
there during college, and just started a few months ago.”“Wow. I know I said it before, but that is
really impressive.” Quinn’s eyes stayed glued on Evie’s a beat longer than they should have
before she slid them away. Warm, liquid desire unspooled slowly in Evie’s stomach, like a cat
waking up from a long afternoon nap.“Have you eaten?” Quinn asked.Evie shook her head.“Oh
good, I’m starving. There’s a Moroccan place around the corner. Any interest?”“Sure.” Definitely.
Three thousand percent.“Great. I’ll just use the restroom.”Evie slung her purse over her shoulder
to go linger at the gallery’s entrance. She sipped her wine, actively containing the sheer
exhilaration that Quinn’s suggestion—more specifically, Quinn’s acceptance—had inspired. It
had been six months since she’d had sex. The most action she’d gotten all summer was a Pap
smear. And while (when done properly) sex could be a whole lot of messy, sticky fun, what she
really missed was being kissed. The nervous, enthusiastic, almost-always-botched first kiss,
memorable in its imperfection, passionately inelegant. This narrative was leading to that kiss.
The meal, the drink after the meal, the amble to someone’s subway, the kiss.Of course, her lie
was stupid. But she could always back out of it later. Or hell, maybe she could get something
published in the Times. Sure, she was only twenty-three, but the way Quinn had been looking at
her made her feel like she could climb Mount Kilimanjaro without breaking a sweat.“Evie.”The
low, almost musical murmur could only be the lady of the hour. “Willow, hey!” Evie gave her a
one-armed hug, pressing her free hand into Willow’s sharp shoulder blade.
“Congratulations.”Willow smiled wistfully and let her gaze wander around the half-empty room. “I
never wanted to be famous because of my name, but this is sort of depressing.”“No, it’s not! This
is amazing.”“Which is why you’re leaving after . . . five minutes?”“I’m not leaving! I’m just . . . going
to a different place—”Willow waved the excuse off and gave Evie a knowing smile. “Am I
witnessing a rare Evie flirt?”“Indeed you are.” Evie couldn’t help but grin. “We’re getting
food.”“That’s great. You look really pretty.”“Oh please.” Evie rubbed at the dark circles she was
sure her glasses accentuated. “I look like someone just punched me in the face.”“Stop it.” Willow
tugged a lock of Evie’s dark hair affectionately.Quinn’s voice sounded behind them. “Your friend
behind the bar gave these to me. Wanted to make sure you didn’t forget them.”Evie spun
around.Quinn was carrying the Salty proofs. The story on top was about vajazzling. “ ‘Add some



ooh-ah to your hoo-ha.’ ” Quinn read Evie’s subhead aloud, before fixing her with an odd frown.
“Wowsers.”“God, are you still taking work home, Evie? I thought you said you weren’t doing that
anymore.” Willow smiled at Quinn. “I’m Willow.”“Quinn,” Quinn replied, but she was looking at
Evie. “Work?”“I’ve been trying to get her to quit all year,” Willow said. “Maybe you can help me
stage an intervention.”Evie darted her gaze from Willow, to Quinn, to the pages. Her throat had
tightened. “They’re not actually for me.”“But your name’s there.” Quinn pointed to the white ticket
stapled to the top, reading, “ ‘Copyeditor: Evie Selby.’ ”“Right.” Evie’s cheeks were warming. Her
breathing had become shallow. “Right.”“Call me later.” Willow melted away.“So you’re a
copyeditor as well as being a journalist,” Quinn said, sounding as if she didn’t believe
herself.Shit. Shit. “No.” Evie’s voice was pint-sized. “I mean, I’m just the first part.”Quinn’s mouth
was ajar, set into a look of bewildered confusion. “You straight-up lied about writing for the
Times.”“Actually, I was positively visualizing my perfect future.” Evie licked her lips. “It’s a very
powerful technique.”“Lying?”“Visualizing.”Quinn’s expression became incredulous. All warmth,
all interest had been sucked away.“Please don’t go,” Evie said. “You’re—fuck—you’re really cute,
and nice, and I am too, nice, I mean. Jury’s still out on cute.” She was babbling. “I fucked up, I’m
sorry.”Quinn backed up a step, slowly, as if not wanting to alarm an angry dog. “Sorry, Evie. This
just feels wrong.”Her date exited the gallery, leaving Evie with a plastic cup of wine and a guide
on how to accessorize a vagina.2.It was after ten by the time Evie finished marking up the
proofs. Krista’s light spilled from underneath her door. Evie rapped on it quietly.“Dude, you don’t
have to knock.”“That’s your policy,” Evie told her. “Not mine.”Krista Kumar, Evie’s diminutive
roommate, was burrowed in a mess of blankets and pillows, watching something noisy on her
laptop. Balanced precariously on a cushion in front of her were the remnants of a pink-frosted
cake. Evie frowned at it. “What’s that?”Krista hit the space bar. “The bakery down the street was
chucking it out. I think the box was dented.”“You’re eating trash cake.”“I’m eating cake cake. It’s
really good. Want some?”“No.” Evie sank down on the other end of the bed. “Yes.”Krista handed
her the fork.“Was this dinner?” Evie asked.Krista shook her head, jerking her chin at the half-
eaten takeout containers from Sing-Sing Palace, the Southeast Asian joint across the street. On
more than one occasion, Krista had described herself as more delicious than their $6.99 lunch
special, given the fact her mom was half Malaysian, half Indian, and her dad was Sri Lankan.
“How was your date?”“I got caught in a bald-faced lie and then she left.”“You lied to her?
Why?”Evie mumbled through a mouthful of icing, which she had to admit was pretty good.
“Because I’m crazy.”“You’re not crazy. You’re awesome. Have some more trash cake.”Evie
pinched her thigh and Krista yelped like a puppy. Krista was like a puppy. No attention span, big
on cuddling, and she whined when you left her alone. Which probably made Evie more like a cat:
temperamental and snobby.“Hey, Evie?”“Yeah?”“What do you think Amy Poehler is doing right
now?”Evie smiled, settling back into the blankets. “Right now, Amy Poehler is drinking White
Russians that she made herself, and she’s giving an inspirational speech that everyone’s really
into. In a hot tub. In Japan.”Krista sighed, happy and envious. “Amy is so cool.”“I know,” agreed
Evie. “She has the best life ever. Do you have my blue tank top?”“It might be . . . over there.”



Krista waved vaguely at one of many piles of clothes on the floor.“Kris.” Evie sighed, finding the
now-crumpled top. “Seriously.”“Sorry. I meant to wash it. I’ll wash it. Leave it here—”“It’s okay,”
Evie muttered. “Are you excited for your callback tomorrow?”“So excited.” Krista’s gaze drifted
back to her computer. “Barely containing the excitement.”Evie eyed Krista warily. It had been
seven months since her college roommate had dropped out of law school in Boston and taken
the Peter Pan bus to New York to try her hand at “acting and stuff.” Evie was still trying to work
out if this was to piss off her too-strict, too-controlling dad, because she actually wanted to be an
actress, or if Krista just really liked sleeping in. “Have you set your alarm?”“It’s not till the
afternoon.”“Do you have money for the Trader Joe’s groceries?”“How much was it?” Krista
asked.“Thirty-five dollars each.”“No.”“You don’t have thirty-five dollars?”“Not on me,” Krista
said.“What about Venmo?”“Evie,” Krista groaned. “I’m watching a movie—”“Okay.”Krista rolled
her eyes. “I know, Evie. I know rent is due.”Evie balled her blue top into her fist, telling herself the
irritation she felt was probably just exhaustion. She slid off Krista’s bed. “I didn’t say
anything.”“You didn’t have to,” Krista said. “I can see it in your face.”“No face,” Evie called, on her
way out. “I’m one of those sex people from Eyes Wide Shut. No face!”She heard Krista giggling
as she shut her bedroom door. The argument about rent would be forgotten in less than a
minute. Whether consciously or not, Krista didn’t hold a grudge. And she wasn’t judgmental. She
didn’t see someone’s job as a meaningful microcosm of their entire existence.But Evie did. She
sagged onto her bed, letting herself come apart at the seams. There were times when sinking
into the familiar contours of depression felt indulgent, even oddly enjoyable. Now it just felt
lonely. And sad.If only she could have a do-over for her date. She could have told Quinn about
her blog, or even just the truth about Salty, see where that got her. Probably to the same place. If
she didn’t respect her job, how could she expect someone she was dating to?She undressed,
flicked off the light, and pulled the covers over her head.Quinn was right. You were what you
spent most of your time doing. Which meant she was a junior copyeditor. The lowest notch on
the publishing totem pole.In that deep, dark part of herself that she thought of as her Shame
Cave, she knew that meant she was an underachiever.A failure.2.It was after ten by the time Evie
finished marking up the proofs. Krista’s light spilled from underneath her door. Evie rapped on it
quietly.“Dude, you don’t have to knock.”“That’s your policy,” Evie told her. “Not mine.”Krista
Kumar, Evie’s diminutive roommate, was burrowed in a mess of blankets and pillows, watching
something noisy on her laptop. Balanced precariously on a cushion in front of her were the
remnants of a pink-frosted cake. Evie frowned at it. “What’s that?”Krista hit the space bar. “The
bakery down the street was chucking it out. I think the box was dented.”“You’re eating trash
cake.”“I’m eating cake cake. It’s really good. Want some?”“No.” Evie sank down on the other end
of the bed. “Yes.”Krista handed her the fork.“Was this dinner?” Evie asked.Krista shook her head,
jerking her chin at the half-eaten takeout containers from Sing-Sing Palace, the Southeast Asian
joint across the street. On more than one occasion, Krista had described herself as more
delicious than their $6.99 lunch special, given the fact her mom was half Malaysian, half Indian,
and her dad was Sri Lankan. “How was your date?”“I got caught in a bald-faced lie and then she



left.”“You lied to her? Why?”Evie mumbled through a mouthful of icing, which she had to admit
was pretty good. “Because I’m crazy.”“You’re not crazy. You’re awesome. Have some more trash
cake.”Evie pinched her thigh and Krista yelped like a puppy. Krista was like a puppy. No attention
span, big on cuddling, and she whined when you left her alone. Which probably made Evie more
like a cat: temperamental and snobby.“Hey, Evie?”“Yeah?”“What do you think Amy Poehler is
doing right now?”Evie smiled, settling back into the blankets. “Right now, Amy Poehler is drinking
White Russians that she made herself, and she’s giving an inspirational speech that everyone’s
really into. In a hot tub. In Japan.”Krista sighed, happy and envious. “Amy is so cool.”“I know,”
agreed Evie. “She has the best life ever. Do you have my blue tank top?”“It might be . . . over
there.” Krista waved vaguely at one of many piles of clothes on the floor.“Kris.” Evie sighed,
finding the now-crumpled top. “Seriously.”“Sorry. I meant to wash it. I’ll wash it. Leave it here
—”“It’s okay,” Evie muttered. “Are you excited for your callback tomorrow?”“So excited.” Krista’s
gaze drifted back to her computer. “Barely containing the excitement.”Evie eyed Krista warily. It
had been seven months since her college roommate had dropped out of law school in Boston
and taken the Peter Pan bus to New York to try her hand at “acting and stuff.” Evie was still trying
to work out if this was to piss off her too-strict, too-controlling dad, because she actually wanted
to be an actress, or if Krista just really liked sleeping in. “Have you set your alarm?”“It’s not till the
afternoon.”“Do you have money for the Trader Joe’s groceries?”“How much was it?” Krista
asked.“Thirty-five dollars each.”“No.”“You don’t have thirty-five dollars?”“Not on me,” Krista
said.“What about Venmo?”“Evie,” Krista groaned. “I’m watching a movie—”“Okay.”Krista rolled
her eyes. “I know, Evie. I know rent is due.”Evie balled her blue top into her fist, telling herself the
irritation she felt was probably just exhaustion. She slid off Krista’s bed. “I didn’t say
anything.”“You didn’t have to,” Krista said. “I can see it in your face.”“No face,” Evie called, on her
way out. “I’m one of those sex people from Eyes Wide Shut. No face!”She heard Krista giggling
as she shut her bedroom door. The argument about rent would be forgotten in less than a
minute. Whether consciously or not, Krista didn’t hold a grudge. And she wasn’t judgmental. She
didn’t see someone’s job as a meaningful microcosm of their entire existence.But Evie did. She
sagged onto her bed, letting herself come apart at the seams. There were times when sinking
into the familiar contours of depression felt indulgent, even oddly enjoyable. Now it just felt
lonely. And sad.If only she could have a do-over for her date. She could have told Quinn about
her blog, or even just the truth about Salty, see where that got her. Probably to the same place. If
she didn’t respect her job, how could she expect someone she was dating to?She undressed,
flicked off the light, and pulled the covers over her head.Quinn was right. You were what you
spent most of your time doing. Which meant she was a junior copyeditor. The lowest notch on
the publishing totem pole.In that deep, dark part of herself that she thought of as her Shame
Cave, she knew that meant she was an underachiever.A failure.3.Krista Indrani Kumar had never
gotten ready quickly in her life.The more pressing the deadline, the longer it took—a fashion-
related stress response. She had, quite literally, missed her great-uncle’s funeral, trying to make
all black “work.” But she could not under any circumstances miss today’s appointment. Today



was the day Krista Kumar was booking a national commercial, throttling the hernia of a debt that
was haunting her like a fiscally aware ghost. A national network spot would run for twenty-one
months, earning her in the vicinity of thirty thousand dollars. Plus it was for Bongo, the
multibillion-dollar soft drink that everyone on the planet had heard of, which could only mean
more bookings, more work. But somehow, despite having woken relatively early (9:30 a.m.), she
was running late for her 1 p.m. audition.It all started with a run. The thought of a long, healthy jog
first thing in the morning seemed like such an in-control-of-her-life move it simply had to be
done. She’d woven joyfully around the hipsters and dog walkers and hipsters who were dog
walkers, popping by one of the better cafés on the loop back home for a double-shot soy latte
with her last five dollars. Her happiness only vanished when she realized she’d forgotten her key.
She buzzed Ben, their downstairs neighbor: no answer. Evie was already at work in Midtown.
Then she remembered the fire escape. The kitchen window was always unlocked.She had to
drag the black plastic trash can under the bottom of the ladder and hop up onto the trash inside
to reach; unbelievably disgusting. The ladder was rusted into place, but after a few tugs, she got
it down. Climbing up onto the fire escape was a certifiable victory, and warranted a brief victory
dance.The kitchen window was locked. Krista tugged uselessly, mild panic becoming very
fucking real panic. She needed to get in. The only other thing on the fire escape was a dead
plant.In a heavy ceramic pot.Her first attempt spidered the glass. The second attempt broke
through. Her heart snapped at the sight of the familiar little kitchen, as if she’d been gone for
years, not minutes. The third, fourth, and fifth attempts managed to clear the glass.She was out
of the shower by noon, but outfit selection was a different story. Everything was stained or
crumpled or silly or too sexy or not sexy enough. And then came makeup, which was just like
cocaine: you always need a little bit more. But somehow, miracle of miracles, she was finally
done: 12:40. It was half an hour on the subway into Midtown, maybe a pinch more. She’d only be
a few minutes late. She grabbed her tote, slammed the door, and took the stairs two at a time,
barreling straight into the two policemen at the bottom of the stairs. They’d received a report from
a neighbor about someone breaking in.It took Krista forty minutes to convince the cops she had
broken into her own apartment. Forty minutes of nervous babble and bills with proof of address
and three forms of ID and in the end, straight-out begging.By the time she was at the subway it
was 1:20. She was supposed to be there twenty minutes ago. Lightning bolt: she’d get an Uber.
Four interminably long minutes passed before the black town car rolled up. Once inside, she
called Dale, her agent. He picked up on the second ring. “Where the hell are—”“I’m in a car.” She
lit a cigarette. “Five minutes.”“You’re meant to be here now!”“No smoking!” called the driver.Krista
swore and threw her cigarette out the window. “Can you bump me down the list? Tell them I just
had surgery. Something elective.”“No.” She could practically see him rolling his eyes. “Just get
here.”Dale hung up. The car swung onto the Williamsburg Bridge. And stopped. Ahead of them,
a sea of cars. All motionless.“No!” Krista thumped the window.“No hitting!” the driver yelled.It
took forever to get across the bridge. She screened two back-to-back calls from her dad, both
times suffering an ax wound of anxiety: she’d pay for that exponentially. To say her parents were



disappointed with her decision to ditch law school was like referring to the Incredible Hulk as
peeved. Dale texted three times. She could only bring herself to reply to the last: coming!! don’t
let them leave Dale’s office was on Seventh at Forty-Fourth Street, but by the time they just
missed a green light at Thirty-Fifth, she couldn’t take it anymore. After jumping out of the town
car, she was off, racing up Seventh Avenue like an action hero en route to stopping a bomb. “It’s
okay,” she panted to herself. “I’m only an hour late, they have plenty of people to see, Dale’ll fix
this, these things always run late—”She burst into the foyer of Dale’s building and jabbed the up
button viciously. Clever Casting was on the twenty-fifth floor. She was basically there. She’d
made it.A handful of high-energy girls in heels jostled into the elevator with her, and hit the
button for the twentieth floor.“I can’t believe you scored an invite to this,” bubbled one girl.“I know,
right?” gushed another. “VIP!”Krista’s ears instinctively pricked. What was VIP?The elevator
doors slid open onto the twentieth floor. It was open-plan, like Clever Casting. But it wasn’t an
office. The entire floor was filled with mismatched racks of clothes and shoes and buckets of
bags and belts. Taped to the open glass doors leading inside was an A4 sheet of paper with the
words VIP Gilt City Sample Sale.Krista’s mouth went dry. Sweet baby Jeebus. This was not
happening.The girls squealed, exiting the elevator en masse. A woman with a clipboard was
checking their IDs, asking, “You’re all together?”The girls chorused, “Yes.”Krista was behind
them. Holy shit, she didn’t even remember following them out of the elevator.The woman with
the clipboard wandered off. The girls began snatching at clothes, gasping in delight.No. What
the hell was she doing here? She had to get to her audition. It didn’t matter that Gilt City curated
designer bargains, and that a sample sale would be cheaper still, that was not relevant right now.
Krista spun on her heel, determined to leave. And that’s when she saw it. A red silk dress with a
flirty flared skirt hitting right above the knee and a scoop neck she could already tell would reveal
just the right amount of boob. A Zac Posen. The original price on the tag was $2,590. This was
crossed out. The dress was forty dollars. Forty fucking dollars!Her credit card debt flashed in her
mind’s eye: a gargantuan number that kept increasing with frightening speed. Desire and regret
and an uncontrollable naked need collided hard in her chest. She had absolutely no money, so
of course she shouldn’t get the dress, and she was already so late.Well, exactly. She was
already late. And there was no difference between being an hour late and an hour and ten
minutes late; none at all. And this was literally a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Literally. From
$2,590 down to $40 was a savings of—Krista quickly did the math in her head—98 percent. She
was basically making money by buying it. And most important of all, it would be perfect for the
audition. Absolutely perfect.Fuck it. This would take five minutes, tops. Krista snatched the dress
off the rack, head whipping around for a changing room—ooh, shoes!Forty-five minutes later,
she skidded into Clever Casting, simultaneously ecstatic with her purchases, terrified at facing
Dale, and nervous about the audition itself. She was breathless addressing the receptionist. “Hi,
I’m here to see—”“Krista Kumar.” Dale strode toward her, eyebrows drawn. His shoulder-length
hair was slicked back into a ponytail and he had an animal on a leash. Something wiggling and
furry and gross.“What the hell is that?” Krista backed up a step.“This is Willis.” Dale scooped the



furry thing up. Its body was distressingly long and overly flexible. “He’s a ferret.”“Why do you
have a ferret?”“My therapist told me to get a dog, but I really identified with a ferret. Didn’t I,
Willis?” Dale slipped into baby talk. “Didn’t I identify with you?”Krista suppressed the urge to gag.
“Where are the Bongo people?”Dale made a kissy face at the ferret, which squiggled wildly, tiny
claws pawing at the air. “The Bongo people are gone, Krista. The Bongo people are
gone.”“What?”“You’re two hours late. They cast someone else.”“But . . . But . . . I was locked out of 
my apartment. And the car was stuck in traffic. And—”“I don’t think this agency is a good fit for
you, Krista.”“What? What do you mean?”“Take Willis. If he wants something, he goes after it.
He’s focused. Determined.” He fixed her with a disapproving gaze. “Everything that you’re not.
Don’t bother calling me again.”Dale and the ferret ambled off, leaving her
alone.Alone.Broke.And . . . fired.A phone rang, the receptionist answered, and someone rushed
past her with a stack of DVDs.Krista dropped her tote on the floor and started to cry.· · · ·Even
though it was a brilliant late-summer afternoon, the inside of McHale’s Ales was so dark and
dingy you’d be forgiven for thinking it was the dead of winter. Krista dragged her sorry ass onto a
stool and ordered a whiskey.Her head was throbbing. Her nose was stuffy from crying. She’d
fucked the commercial. How was she going to explain it to Evie? Evie. She dropped her face into
her hands and groaned as she remembered breaking the kitchen window. Oh god, and she’d
gotten an Uber across the bridge. An Uber! She couldn’t even afford toilet paper. And then the
shopping . . . And getting fired . . . Her overwhelming stupidity pressed her facedown on the bar.
The red dress she was wearing suddenly seemed like a massive red flag. She was a fuckup, no
doubt about it. A total and complete—“Krista?”That’d be right. You never run into anyone you
know in Manhattan unless you’ve been crying. Krista squinted wearily in the direction of the
voice. An elegant blonde in a low-cut black silk jumpsuit was sitting at the other end of the bar.
Full, pink lips were turned up in a smile of recognition. Krista had never met anyone who owned
a low-cut black silk jumpsuit, let alone someone who looked like a goddamn supermodel in it.
“Yeah?”“Krista!” The woman beamed at her. “You don’t remember me.” She slid off her stool,
picking up a leather traveling bag that looked as expensive as the jumpsuit. Her smile was
generous and forgiving. “Penelope. We took an improv class together at UCB, earlier this year.
Oh, you were so funny.”“Thanks?” Krista tipped the whiskey that had appeared before her to her
lips.Penelope alighted next to her. “Do you still do it?”“Do what?”“Improv. Oh, you were such a
scream.”“Sometimes.” Krista rubbed her eyes. “I can’t really afford classes right now.”Penelope
cocked her head. “What’s wrong?”“I . . . Oh man, I am having the worst day. If there is a God,
she’s taking a big ol’ dump on Krista Kumar.”“Do you want to talk? I’m a good listener.”
Penelope’s voice sounded like torn silk.Without planning to, Krista unleashed. She started with
being late to the commercial, but in no time, it became about everything: the lack of auditions,
the crappy temp jobs, the blah blah sex life, the crippling debt that not even her best friend knew
about—everything. It felt so good to just talk. Penelope kept listening, making sympathetic little
noises that were actually really comforting. “I could’ve seriously banked today,” Krista moaned.
“But I blew it. I ruined it, like I ruin everything. I’m such a fucking idiot—”“You’re not an idiot.”



Penelope squeezed Krista’s shoulder. “You’re not. You’re really sweet. You really helped me in
that class, made me feel more confident onstage.” Then, almost as an afterthought, she added,
“Not everyone was so nice to me back then.”“What class?” Krista peered at the woman, buzzing
a little from the whiskey, but feeling certain when she said, “I’ve never taken a class with you. I’d
remember.”Penelope ran her tongue over her top lip. She was thinking, but it looked sexy. But
then again, she’d probably look sexy cleaning a toilet. “I’ve changed since then,” she said finally.
“Let me buy you another drink.”Krista sat up, now certain she had never met this kind, pretty
woman before in her life. “Who the fuck are you?”Penelope leaned toward Krista, eyes wide and
empathetic. She smelled like roses and champagne. “Someone who’s doing you a favor.”3.Krista
Indrani Kumar had never gotten ready quickly in her life.The more pressing the deadline, the
longer it took—a fashion-related stress response. She had, quite literally, missed her great-
uncle’s funeral, trying to make all black “work.” But she could not under any circumstances miss
today’s appointment. Today was the day Krista Kumar was booking a national commercial,
throttling the hernia of a debt that was haunting her like a fiscally aware ghost. A national
network spot would run for twenty-one months, earning her in the vicinity of thirty thousand
dollars. Plus it was for Bongo, the multibillion-dollar soft drink that everyone on the planet had
heard of, which could only mean more bookings, more work. But somehow, despite having
woken relatively early (9:30 a.m.), she was running late for her 1 p.m. audition.It all started with a
run. The thought of a long, healthy jog first thing in the morning seemed like such an in-control-of-
her-life move it simply had to be done. She’d woven joyfully around the hipsters and dog walkers
and hipsters who were dog walkers, popping by one of the better cafés on the loop back home
for a double-shot soy latte with her last five dollars. Her happiness only vanished when she
realized she’d forgotten her key. She buzzed Ben, their downstairs neighbor: no answer. Evie
was already at work in Midtown. Then she remembered the fire escape. The kitchen window was
always unlocked.She had to drag the black plastic trash can under the bottom of the ladder and
hop up onto the trash inside to reach; unbelievably disgusting. The ladder was rusted into place,
but after a few tugs, she got it down. Climbing up onto the fire escape was a certifiable victory,
and warranted a brief victory dance.The kitchen window was locked. Krista tugged uselessly,
mild panic becoming very fucking real panic. She needed to get in. The only other thing on the
fire escape was a dead plant.In a heavy ceramic pot.Her first attempt spidered the glass. The
second attempt broke through. Her heart snapped at the sight of the familiar little kitchen, as if
she’d been gone for years, not minutes. The third, fourth, and fifth attempts managed to clear the
glass.She was out of the shower by noon, but outfit selection was a different story. Everything
was stained or crumpled or silly or too sexy or not sexy enough. And then came makeup, which
was just like cocaine: you always need a little bit more. But somehow, miracle of miracles, she
was finally done: 12:40. It was half an hour on the subway into Midtown, maybe a pinch more.
She’d only be a few minutes late. She grabbed her tote, slammed the door, and took the stairs
two at a time, barreling straight into the two policemen at the bottom of the stairs. They’d
received a report from a neighbor about someone breaking in.It took Krista forty minutes to



convince the cops she had broken into her own apartment. Forty minutes of nervous babble and
bills with proof of address and three forms of ID and in the end, straight-out begging.By the time
she was at the subway it was 1:20. She was supposed to be there twenty minutes ago. Lightning
bolt: she’d get an Uber. Four interminably long minutes passed before the black town car rolled
up. Once inside, she called Dale, her agent. He picked up on the second ring. “Where the hell are
—”“I’m in a car.” She lit a cigarette. “Five minutes.”“You’re meant to be here now!”“No smoking!”
called the driver.Krista swore and threw her cigarette out the window. “Can you bump me down
the list? Tell them I just had surgery. Something elective.”“No.” She could practically see him
rolling his eyes. “Just get here.”Dale hung up. The car swung onto the Williamsburg Bridge. And
stopped. Ahead of them, a sea of cars. All motionless.“No!” Krista thumped the window.“No
hitting!” the driver yelled.It took forever to get across the bridge. She screened two back-to-back
calls from her dad, both times suffering an ax wound of anxiety: she’d pay for that exponentially.
To say her parents were disappointed with her decision to ditch law school was like referring to
the Incredible Hulk as peeved. Dale texted three times. She could only bring herself to reply to
the last: coming!! don’t let them leave Dale’s office was on Seventh at Forty-Fourth Street, but by
the time they just missed a green light at Thirty-Fifth, she couldn’t take it anymore. After jumping
out of the town car, she was off, racing up Seventh Avenue like an action hero en route to
stopping a bomb. “It’s okay,” she panted to herself. “I’m only an hour late, they have plenty of
people to see, Dale’ll fix this, these things always run late—”She burst into the foyer of Dale’s
building and jabbed the up button viciously. Clever Casting was on the twenty-fifth floor. She was
basically there. She’d made it.A handful of high-energy girls in heels jostled into the elevator with
her, and hit the button for the twentieth floor.“I can’t believe you scored an invite to this,” bubbled
one girl.“I know, right?” gushed another. “VIP!”Krista’s ears instinctively pricked. What was VIP?
The elevator doors slid open onto the twentieth floor. It was open-plan, like Clever Casting. But it
wasn’t an office. The entire floor was filled with mismatched racks of clothes and shoes and
buckets of bags and belts. Taped to the open glass doors leading inside was an A4 sheet of
paper with the words VIP Gilt City Sample Sale.Krista’s mouth went dry. Sweet baby Jeebus.
This was not happening.The girls squealed, exiting the elevator en masse. A woman with a
clipboard was checking their IDs, asking, “You’re all together?”The girls chorused, “Yes.”Krista
was behind them. Holy shit, she didn’t even remember following them out of the elevator.The
woman with the clipboard wandered off. The girls began snatching at clothes, gasping in
delight.No. What the hell was she doing here? She had to get to her audition. It didn’t matter that
Gilt City curated designer bargains, and that a sample sale would be cheaper still, that was not
relevant right now. Krista spun on her heel, determined to leave. And that’s when she saw it. A
red silk dress with a flirty flared skirt hitting right above the knee and a scoop neck she could
already tell would reveal just the right amount of boob. A Zac Posen. The original price on the tag
was $2,590. This was crossed out. The dress was forty dollars. Forty fucking dollars!Her credit
card debt flashed in her mind’s eye: a gargantuan number that kept increasing with frightening
speed. Desire and regret and an uncontrollable naked need collided hard in her chest. She had



absolutely no money, so of course she shouldn’t get the dress, and she was already so late.Well,
exactly. She was already late. And there was no difference between being an hour late and an
hour and ten minutes late; none at all. And this was literally a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
Literally. From $2,590 down to $40 was a savings of—Krista quickly did the math in her head—
98 percent. She was basically making money by buying it. And most important of all, it would be
perfect for the audition. Absolutely perfect.Fuck it. This would take five minutes, tops. Krista
snatched the dress off the rack, head whipping around for a changing room—ooh, shoes!Forty-
five minutes later, she skidded into Clever Casting, simultaneously ecstatic with her purchases,
terrified at facing Dale, and nervous about the audition itself. She was breathless addressing the
receptionist. “Hi, I’m here to see—”“Krista Kumar.” Dale strode toward her, eyebrows drawn. His
shoulder-length hair was slicked back into a ponytail and he had an animal on a leash.
Something wiggling and furry and gross.“What the hell is that?” Krista backed up a step.“This is
Willis.” Dale scooped the furry thing up. Its body was distressingly long and overly flexible. “He’s
a ferret.”“Why do you have a ferret?”“My therapist told me to get a dog, but I really identified with
a ferret. Didn’t I, Willis?” Dale slipped into baby talk. “Didn’t I identify with you?”Krista
suppressed the urge to gag. “Where are the Bongo people?”Dale made a kissy face at the ferret,
which squiggled wildly, tiny claws pawing at the air. “The Bongo people are gone, Krista. The
Bongo people are gone.”“What?”“You’re two hours late. They cast someone else.”“But . . . But . . .
I was locked out of my apartment. And the car was stuck in traffic. And—”“I don’t think this
agency is a good fit for you, Krista.”“What? What do you mean?”“Take Willis. If he wants
something, he goes after it. He’s focused. Determined.” He fixed her with a disapproving gaze.
“Everything that you’re not. Don’t bother calling me again.”Dale and the ferret ambled off, leaving
her alone.Alone.Broke.And . . . fired.A phone rang, the receptionist answered, and someone
rushed past her with a stack of DVDs.Krista dropped her tote on the floor and started to cry.· · ·
·Even though it was a brilliant late-summer afternoon, the inside of McHale’s Ales was so dark
and dingy you’d be forgiven for thinking it was the dead of winter. Krista dragged her sorry ass
onto a stool and ordered a whiskey.Her head was throbbing. Her nose was stuffy from crying.
She’d fucked the commercial. How was she going to explain it to Evie? Evie. She dropped her
face into her hands and groaned as she remembered breaking the kitchen window. Oh god, and
she’d gotten an Uber across the bridge. An Uber! She couldn’t even afford toilet paper. And then
the shopping . . . And getting fired . . . Her overwhelming stupidity pressed her facedown on the
bar. The red dress she was wearing suddenly seemed like a massive red flag. She was a fuckup,
no doubt about it. A total and complete—“Krista?”That’d be right. You never run into anyone you
know in Manhattan unless you’ve been crying. Krista squinted wearily in the direction of the
voice. An elegant blonde in a low-cut black silk jumpsuit was sitting at the other end of the bar.
Full, pink lips were turned up in a smile of recognition. Krista had never met anyone who owned
a low-cut black silk jumpsuit, let alone someone who looked like a goddamn supermodel in it.
“Yeah?”“Krista!” The woman beamed at her. “You don’t remember me.” She slid off her stool,
picking up a leather traveling bag that looked as expensive as the jumpsuit. Her smile was



generous and forgiving. “Penelope. We took an improv class together at UCB, earlier this year.
Oh, you were so funny.”“Thanks?” Krista tipped the whiskey that had appeared before her to her
lips.Penelope alighted next to her. “Do you still do it?”“Do what?”“Improv. Oh, you were such a
scream.”“Sometimes.” Krista rubbed her eyes. “I can’t really afford classes right now.”Penelope
cocked her head. “What’s wrong?”“I . . . Oh man, I am having the worst day. If there is a God,
she’s taking a big ol’ dump on Krista Kumar.”“Do you want to talk? I’m a good listener.”
Penelope’s voice sounded like torn silk.Without planning to, Krista unleashed. She started with
being late to the commercial, but in no time, it became about everything: the lack of auditions,
the crappy temp jobs, the blah blah sex life, the crippling debt that not even her best friend knew
about—everything. It felt so good to just talk. Penelope kept listening, making sympathetic little
noises that were actually really comforting. “I could’ve seriously banked today,” Krista moaned.
“But I blew it. I ruined it, like I ruin everything. I’m such a fucking idiot—”“You’re not an idiot.”
Penelope squeezed Krista’s shoulder. “You’re not. You’re really sweet. You really helped me in
that class, made me feel more confident onstage.” Then, almost as an afterthought, she added,
“Not everyone was so nice to me back then.”“What class?” Krista peered at the woman, buzzing
a little from the whiskey, but feeling certain when she said, “I’ve never taken a class with you. I’d
remember.”Penelope ran her tongue over her top lip. She was thinking, but it looked sexy. But
then again, she’d probably look sexy cleaning a toilet. “I’ve changed since then,” she said finally.
“Let me buy you another drink.”Krista sat up, now certain she had never met this kind, pretty
woman before in her life. “Who the fuck are you?”Penelope leaned toward Krista, eyes wide and
empathetic. She smelled like roses and champagne. “Someone who’s doing you a
favor.”4.somethingsnarky.net: Your Weekly Shot of SnarkGreetings Snarksters,Riddle me this:
Why is spending a weekend eating cheese puffs and casually masturbating while binge-
watching OITNB considered “depressing” when you’re single, and “romantic” when it’s with
another person? And why can’t I find someone to do it with?Not that I haven’t been looking. Like
half the US population, Madame Snark is contributing to the trillion-dollar industry that is online
dating. But TBH, I’m not sure how I feel about it. Sure, dot-com dating has increased our choices
and availability, but aren’t choice and availability the central tenets of capitalism, the siren song
of the rich white assholes ruining our planet? And if there are so many people out there to
potentially choose me, why aren’t I getting chosen?The central paradox of online dating in your
twenties is the need to sell yourself while working out who, exactly, you are. No one has any idea
who they are, which results in dating profiles that are a confusing mix of projections, sleight of
hand, and straight-out lies. But of course, that isn’t necessary if you’re a vanilla blonde with milk-
jug tits and a mouth like a raspberry popsicle. You could list your ideal vacay destination as
Alcatraz and you’d still fill your, ahem, inbox. The selves we spend so much time cultivating are
reduced to the sum total of a profile pic. It’s meritocracy as imagined by Disney. Think I’m
exaggerating? In a recent study, 49 percent of online daters said physical characteristics were
the most important factor when it came to a potential mate. Which means my lack of pen pals
distinctly relates to my visage.But a marshmallow stomach and Mole Man eyesight isn’t who I



am.Evie considered the words on her screen. The tip of her tongue touched her top lip in
concentration. Then she added, Or is it?Around her, the open-plan Salty offices hummed with
afternoon activity. Phones trilled. Hushed conversations were punctuated with occasional
squeals. The new Rihanna album played low on the stereo, sexy and threatening.Evie’s
coworkers were a sleek testament to blowouts and the art of accessorizing. Why the staff of a
magazine needed to look as good as the airbrushed models in it, Evie did not know.
Nevertheless, today was the monthly features meeting, so she’d made a special effort with a
vintage black blouse and her most flattering pencil skirt. Plus the mandatory mask of makeup.
When she first started, Evie rarely wore makeup to work. Around week three, the beauty editor,
Bethany, dropped off a small pot of concealer and a pink lipstick.“Are these for a spread?” Evie
asked, blinking behind her thick-rimmed glasses.“No,” Bethany replied, smiling indulgently. “For
you. From me.”“Oh. Thanks. But—”“But what?”“I don’t wear a ton of makeup.” This was delivered
in the tone of someone confessing to a small domestic crime: I was the one who ate your ice
cream.“I know.” Bethany picked up the concealer matter-of-factly. “This is for your dark circles,
and it’ll also tone down the redness on your chin. It’s amazing, it’s really expensive. And this”—
she tapped the lipstick—“will give you some color. You know, liven your face up a little bit.”Evie
picked up the products, trying to will away a flush of humiliation. She had a nonlivened face. A
dead face.“You can take anything you want from the red beauty cupboard,” Bethany added,
pointing at it. “That’s where I put things after I’m done. Seriously,” she added. “Anything. Mascara,
blush, eyeshadow . . .” She studied Evie’s face with the shamelessness of a plastic surgeon. “Lip
liner. Definitely lip liner.”“Okay,” Evie said. “I guess I’ll check it out.”“You’re more than welcome.”
Bethany gave Evie’s arm a squeeze. “We girls have got to look out for each other, right?”“Right,”
echoed Evie, thoroughly unsure if that was what had just happened.Now Evie sat at her
computer with semiexpertly applied foundation, concealer, blush, eyeshadow, mascara, and lip
gloss, toeing the line of Salty’s professional femininity. The click-clack of heels sounded behind
her. Evie switched her screen from her blog to an InDesign file seconds before the deputy editor,
Ella-Mae Morris, appeared by her desk. “Hey, Evie.”“Hey, Ella-Mae.” Evie smiled uneasily. There
was something a little unhinged about Ella-Mae, which Evie put down to perfectionism
manifested as a mild eating disorder. Above her computer, the twenty-eight-year-old had a little
printed card that read “I can have it if I want it, but do I really want it?” which meant all she
wanted was baby carrots.“Did you finish those beauty proofs?” Ella-Mae’s voice was high, oddly
childish.“Yup, finished them last night.” Evie handed her the corrected proofs. “And for the title for
the guide to Skype sex, I thought of ‘Girls on Film,’ ‘Lights, Camera, Bedroom Action,’ and
‘Ready for Your Close-Up?’ ”“Mmm.” Ella-Mae took the stack delicately. “I can’t remember,” she
continued. “Who was going to transcribe the Real Girl story about the woman who had plastic
surgery to look like Blue Ivy?”“You told me to do it,” Evie said. “But technically it isn’t actually my
job to transcribe things, so—”“Oh great,” Ella-Mae said, handing Evie a silver dictaphone.
“Losing my mind.”“Maybe you should eat more,” Evie murmured.“Huh?”“Nothing.” Evie smiled
brightly. “Hey, did you know ‘huh’ is one of the only words that’s the same in every



language?”“Huh?”“Exactly. It’s basically the same meaning and sound in Mandarin and
indigenous Australian languages and a bunch of others. Which makes it an argument for
language being a social interaction as opposed to, you know, anything biologically inherent.”Ella-
Mae regarded Evie curiously, as if she were a baby carrot she wasn’t sure she wanted or not.
“That’s interesting,” she said in a way that meant, You are so strange.“I’ll email you the Blue Ivy
transcript,” Evie said.“Thanks,” Ella-Mae said. “I’m going to freshen up before the features
meeting.”“See you there.” Evie slapped a smile on her face, letting it drop as soon as her deputy
editor turned her back. She didn’t want to dislike Ella-Mae. She wasn’t a bad person. Evie just
had nothing in common with her, and everything she said and did was irritating. Despite putting
hundreds of miles between her sur-blah-ban Chi-Town high school and her current place of
employment, somehow the Salty office found Evie back on the playground: invisible and
irrelevant.Evie pinched the skin between her eyes. She could not get last night’s date out of her
head. Quinn’s words circled, obsessively, dementedly on repeat. “What you spend most of your
time doing is actually what you do.” If this was true, and Evie was pretty sure it was, then she
really was nothing more than an overworked underling who made second-rate sexual
puns.Maybe it was time to raise the bar.· · · ·The monthly features meeting for what would be
the November issue took place in a glass-walled conference room. Salty’s various section
editors, the art team, and the other copyeditors were seated around a large oval table. Evie
hovered next to the fashion editors, Gemma and Rose, breakable china dolls who lived on
cigarettes and green tea. “Can I squeeze in next to you? I need to be close to the door in case of
a snack-related emergency.” They both gave Evie a smile that didn’t reach their teeth or eyes,
and wordlessly slid their chairs over to make room. A bone-deep feeling of being the odd one out
—the last one picked for dodgeball, the first one to volunteer to be the designated driver in order
to score an invite—resurfaced. Evie took a seat, reminding herself to stop making jokes with her
coworkers.The empty seat at the head of the table was reserved for Jan Stilton, their editor-in-
chief. The table tensed as she stalked in, a bone-thin, no-bullshit fortysomething wearing
lightweight camel cashmere and a dark, chilly lipstick. In her editor’s letter, Jan came across as
bubbly and celebratory as champagne. In reality, she was coolly impressive and generally
terrifying, like a high-end meat cleaver. She was also extremely British. “Beauty.” Jan indicated
Bethany. “Let’s start with you.”Bethany clacked ten tangerine-colored fingernails together in
breathy excitement. “ ‘Law of the Jungle.’ ‘Survival of the Fabbest.’ How to do a perfect smoky
cat eye. How to get hair as thick as a lion’s mane.”Ella-Mae thought out loud. “Something on
Ebook Libraryian clay mud masks?”“There’s a new range of henna hair color that’s inspired by
that lost tribe they just found,” Bethany added. “The ones who didn’t have language. I thought
that could work.”“Speak to Carmen in Marketing,” Jan said. “Might get a spend with Revlon’s
winter campaign.”One by one the section editors pitched Jan their ideas, to which she mostly
nodded, firing off suggestions and only occasionally screwing up her face into a no way
expression. (Jan waged a war on wrinkles, so these were far and few between.)Of all the section
editors, Evie thought Entertainment had the best gig. Salty’s name got them into every event in



town. Next week, they were going to the launch of Milk Teeth, the fifth novel by Velma Wolff,
Evie’s favorite writer. Evie wasn’t that surprised when Jan approved running a few photos from
the launch. Not because Velma’s books won awards, because she dated Victoria’s Secret
models. Every semifamous lesbian on the East Coast would be there. This fit Salty’s idea of
diversity. Famous, gorgeous queer women whom straight women would tweet about turning gay
for.The only section editor not to have any of her pitches rejected was the sex and love editor,
Crystal. She’d been at the magazine for ten years and read her notes with the vaguely bored air
of someone discussing a weekly shopping list. “ ‘The Secret Sex Move Even Your Best Friend
Won’t Admit She’s Doing,’ and that’s getting fucked up the ass wearing a blindfold.” A nod from
Jan. “ ‘Rethinking Oral Sex,’ subhead ‘Hint: You’re Doing It Wrong,’ and that’ll be something
about suction.” Another nod. “And ‘What He’ll Never Admit He Wants You to Do.’ And that’s sexify
his favorite childhood cartoon, so he can fuck you dressed as Wilma Flintstone or April from the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.”“Very nice,” said Jan, and everyone nodded in thoughtful
approval.After going through the freelance pitches that had come in to fill the ten feature spots,
Jan announced they still needed one more story. “Any ideas?”This was the cue for open
discussion. Anyone at the table could make a suggestion. Evie had never had the courage to
speak up. She cleared her throat. “Uh, I have a couple ideas.”A table of startled meerkats. En
masse, every head swiveled in her direction.“Evie.” Jan sounded as surprised as everyone else
looked. “Yes?”Evie held up a color printout. The table collectively eewwed in perverse delight. It
was the most recent picture of former child star Lucy De La Mar, whose obsession with plastic
surgery had resulted in a lopsided Frankenface. The candid snapshot Evie was holding had
recently made the media rounds, with every commentator taking the chance to bemoan how
she’d taken her “upkeep” too far.“What’s the angle?” Ella-Mae wondered. “Good nose jobs gone
bad?”“We defend her,” Evie said. “The media had a field day with this. But what’s interesting is
the double standard. Women are told that being beautiful gives us value. But if the pursuit of this
compulsory beauty backfires, as it must do because it’s an impossible ideal, the media
attacks.”“But she’s so vain, look at how much work she’s had done,” sniffed Rose.“But don’t you
think that’s social pressure? It’s unfair. It’s like when you let your roots get too long, and everyone
calls you Stripey.”“Who calls me Stripey?” Rose looked shocked.“No one,” hissed Ella-Mae,
glaring at Evie.“Next.” Jan’s voice was ice.Evie swallowed. “I have one more. It’s a feature on how
women use social media in protest movements.”Jan arched an eyebrow. “Okay,” she said
carefully.Evie warmed with the borderline encouragement. “We start with female Saudi activists
who post videos of themselves driving on YouTube. Maybe ‘Driving Miss Dhuka’ or ‘In the
Driver’s Seat.’ Then we move on to the Arab Spring—”“Ooh!” Bethany perked up. “A spa feature?
Like something that rates the top five day spas?”“No,” Evie said. “The Arab Spring uprising. The
protests in the Arab world that started in 2010.”The table morphed into a circle of frowning,
doubtful faces.“Women faced pretty intense backlash, even from their fellow fighters,” Evie said.
“But they were vital participants, especially online. There’s some really awesome bloggers we
could reach out to.”Gemma fluttered her eyelashes, voice whispery-soft. “That sounds . . . kind of



depressing.”“It’s important,” Evie said. “It’s something that matters to women.”“Right,” said
Bethany. “But so do day spas.”“Yeah, I think we all liked the day spa idea,” added Ella-Mae,
scribbling a note.“That wasn’t one of my ideas!” Evie caught herself, tried to reestablish calm.
“Guys, this issue is looking great, and I cannot wait to tell some guy he can fuck me while
dressed as Smurfette, but maybe we can have a mix of ideas.”“A mix of ideas?” Jan
asked.“Yeah!” Evie exclaimed. “Maybe we can have an opinion on current events and all the
sexist shit that’s happening in the world. Maybe it’s time to raise the bar.”Crickets.Pissed-off
crickets.Ella-Mae sat back in her chair with a squeaky little huff while Gemma and Rose
exchanged incredulous glances.“Raise the bar—” Bethany began repeating caustically before
Jan interrupted her.“Evie, let’s see a one-page on America’s best day spas,” she said. “Big cities
only. Great work today, everyone.” She stood, gathering her phone and notebook. Evie sat
without moving. Fingers of unease dug under her collar. “And Evie.” Jan addressed her from the
doorway, face unreadable. “Pop by my office on your way out today.”That had been a mistake.A
huge fucking mistake.4.somethingsnarky.net: Your Weekly Shot of SnarkGreetings
Snarksters,Riddle me this: Why is spending a weekend eating cheese puffs and casually
masturbating while binge-watching OITNB considered “depressing” when you’re single, and
“romantic” when it’s with another person? And why can’t I find someone to do it with?Not that I
haven’t been looking. Like half the US population, Madame Snark is contributing to the trillion-
dollar industry that is online dating. But TBH, I’m not sure how I feel about it. Sure, dot-com
dating has increased our choices and availability, but aren’t choice and availability the central
tenets of capitalism, the siren song of the rich white assholes ruining our planet? And if there are
so many people out there to potentially choose me, why aren’t I getting chosen?The central
paradox of online dating in your twenties is the need to sell yourself while working out who,
exactly, you are. No one has any idea who they are, which results in dating profiles that are a
confusing mix of projections, sleight of hand, and straight-out lies. But of course, that isn’t
necessary if you’re a vanilla blonde with milk-jug tits and a mouth like a raspberry popsicle. You
could list your ideal vacay destination as Alcatraz and you’d still fill your, ahem, inbox. The selves
we spend so much time cultivating are reduced to the sum total of a profile pic. It’s meritocracy
as imagined by Disney. Think I’m exaggerating? In a recent study, 49 percent of online daters
said physical characteristics were the most important factor when it came to a potential mate.
Which means my lack of pen pals distinctly relates to my visage.But a marshmallow stomach
and Mole Man eyesight isn’t who I am.Evie considered the words on her screen. The tip of her
tongue touched her top lip in concentration. Then she added, Or is it?Around her, the open-plan
Salty offices hummed with afternoon activity. Phones trilled. Hushed conversations were
punctuated with occasional squeals. The new Rihanna album played low on the stereo, sexy and
threatening.Evie’s coworkers were a sleek testament to blowouts and the art of accessorizing.
Why the staff of a magazine needed to look as good as the airbrushed models in it, Evie did not
know. Nevertheless, today was the monthly features meeting, so she’d made a special effort with
a vintage black blouse and her most flattering pencil skirt. Plus the mandatory mask of makeup.



When she first started, Evie rarely wore makeup to work. Around week three, the beauty editor,
Bethany, dropped off a small pot of concealer and a pink lipstick.“Are these for a spread?” Evie
asked, blinking behind her thick-rimmed glasses.“No,” Bethany replied, smiling indulgently. “For
you. From me.”“Oh. Thanks. But—”“But what?”“I don’t wear a ton of makeup.” This was delivered
in the tone of someone confessing to a small domestic crime: I was the one who ate your ice
cream.“I know.” Bethany picked up the concealer matter-of-factly. “This is for your dark circles,
and it’ll also tone down the redness on your chin. It’s amazing, it’s really expensive. And this”—
she tapped the lipstick—“will give you some color. You know, liven your face up a little bit.”Evie
picked up the products, trying to will away a flush of humiliation. She had a nonlivened face. A
dead face.“You can take anything you want from the red beauty cupboard,” Bethany added,
pointing at it. “That’s where I put things after I’m done. Seriously,” she added. “Anything. Mascara,
blush, eyeshadow . . .” She studied Evie’s face with the shamelessness of a plastic surgeon. “Lip
liner. Definitely lip liner.”“Okay,” Evie said. “I guess I’ll check it out.”“You’re more than welcome.”
Bethany gave Evie’s arm a squeeze. “We girls have got to look out for each other, right?”“Right,”
echoed Evie, thoroughly unsure if that was what had just happened.Now Evie sat at her
computer with semiexpertly applied foundation, concealer, blush, eyeshadow, mascara, and lip
gloss, toeing the line of Salty’s professional femininity. The click-clack of heels sounded behind
her. Evie switched her screen from her blog to an InDesign file seconds before the deputy editor,
Ella-Mae Morris, appeared by her desk. “Hey, Evie.”“Hey, Ella-Mae.” Evie smiled uneasily. There
was something a little unhinged about Ella-Mae, which Evie put down to perfectionism
manifested as a mild eating disorder. Above her computer, the twenty-eight-year-old had a little
printed card that read “I can have it if I want it, but do I really want it?” which meant all she
wanted was baby carrots.“Did you finish those beauty proofs?” Ella-Mae’s voice was high, oddly
childish.“Yup, finished them last night.” Evie handed her the corrected proofs. “And for the title for
the guide to Skype sex, I thought of ‘Girls on Film,’ ‘Lights, Camera, Bedroom Action,’ and
‘Ready for Your Close-Up?’ ”“Mmm.” Ella-Mae took the stack delicately. “I can’t remember,” she
continued. “Who was going to transcribe the Real Girl story about the woman who had plastic
surgery to look like Blue Ivy?”“You told me to do it,” Evie said. “But technically it isn’t actually my
job to transcribe things, so—”“Oh great,” Ella-Mae said, handing Evie a silver dictaphone.
“Losing my mind.”“Maybe you should eat more,” Evie murmured.“Huh?”“Nothing.” Evie smiled
brightly. “Hey, did you know ‘huh’ is one of the only words that’s the same in every
language?”“Huh?”“Exactly. It’s basically the same meaning and sound in Mandarin and
indigenous Australian languages and a bunch of others. Which makes it an argument for
language being a social interaction as opposed to, you know, anything biologically inherent.”Ella-
Mae regarded Evie curiously, as if she were a baby carrot she wasn’t sure she wanted or not.
“That’s interesting,” she said in a way that meant, You are so strange.“I’ll email you the Blue Ivy
transcript,” Evie said.“Thanks,” Ella-Mae said. “I’m going to freshen up before the features
meeting.”“See you there.” Evie slapped a smile on her face, letting it drop as soon as her deputy
editor turned her back. She didn’t want to dislike Ella-Mae. She wasn’t a bad person. Evie just



had nothing in common with her, and everything she said and did was irritating. Despite putting
hundreds of miles between her sur-blah-ban Chi-Town high school and her current place of
employment, somehow the Salty office found Evie back on the playground: invisible and
irrelevant.Evie pinched the skin between her eyes. She could not get last night’s date out of her
head. Quinn’s words circled, obsessively, dementedly on repeat. “What you spend most of your
time doing is actually what you do.” If this was true, and Evie was pretty sure it was, then she
really was nothing more than an overworked underling who made second-rate sexual
puns.Maybe it was time to raise the bar.· · · ·The monthly features meeting for what would be
the November issue took place in a glass-walled conference room. Salty’s various section
editors, the art team, and the other copyeditors were seated around a large oval table. Evie
hovered next to the fashion editors, Gemma and Rose, breakable china dolls who lived on
cigarettes and green tea. “Can I squeeze in next to you? I need to be close to the door in case of
a snack-related emergency.” They both gave Evie a smile that didn’t reach their teeth or eyes,
and wordlessly slid their chairs over to make room. A bone-deep feeling of being the odd one out
—the last one picked for dodgeball, the first one to volunteer to be the designated driver in order
to score an invite—resurfaced. Evie took a seat, reminding herself to stop making jokes with her
coworkers.The empty seat at the head of the table was reserved for Jan Stilton, their editor-in-
chief. The table tensed as she stalked in, a bone-thin, no-bullshit fortysomething wearing
lightweight camel cashmere and a dark, chilly lipstick. In her editor’s letter, Jan came across as
bubbly and celebratory as champagne. In reality, she was coolly impressive and generally
terrifying, like a high-end meat cleaver. She was also extremely British. “Beauty.” Jan indicated
Bethany. “Let’s start with you.”Bethany clacked ten tangerine-colored fingernails together in
breathy excitement. “ ‘Law of the Jungle.’ ‘Survival of the Fabbest.’ How to do a perfect smoky
cat eye. How to get hair as thick as a lion’s mane.”Ella-Mae thought out loud. “Something on
Ebook Libraryian clay mud masks?”“There’s a new range of henna hair color that’s inspired by
that lost tribe they just found,” Bethany added. “The ones who didn’t have language. I thought
that could work.”“Speak to Carmen in Marketing,” Jan said. “Might get a spend with Revlon’s
winter campaign.”One by one the section editors pitched Jan their ideas, to which she mostly
nodded, firing off suggestions and only occasionally screwing up her face into a no way
expression. (Jan waged a war on wrinkles, so these were far and few between.)Of all the section
editors, Evie thought Entertainment had the best gig. Salty’s name got them into every event in
town. Next week, they were going to the launch of Milk Teeth, the fifth novel by Velma Wolff,
Evie’s favorite writer. Evie wasn’t that surprised when Jan approved running a few photos from
the launch. Not because Velma’s books won awards, because she dated Victoria’s Secret
models. Every semifamous lesbian on the East Coast would be there. This fit Salty’s idea of
diversity. Famous, gorgeous queer women whom straight women would tweet about turning gay
for.The only section editor not to have any of her pitches rejected was the sex and love editor,
Crystal. She’d been at the magazine for ten years and read her notes with the vaguely bored air
of someone discussing a weekly shopping list. “ ‘The Secret Sex Move Even Your Best Friend



Won’t Admit She’s Doing,’ and that’s getting fucked up the ass wearing a blindfold.” A nod from
Jan. “ ‘Rethinking Oral Sex,’ subhead ‘Hint: You’re Doing It Wrong,’ and that’ll be something
about suction.” Another nod. “And ‘What He’ll Never Admit He Wants You to Do.’ And that’s sexify
his favorite childhood cartoon, so he can fuck you dressed as Wilma Flintstone or April from the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.”“Very nice,” said Jan, and everyone nodded in thoughtful
approval.After going through the freelance pitches that had come in to fill the ten feature spots,
Jan announced they still needed one more story. “Any ideas?”This was the cue for open
discussion. Anyone at the table could make a suggestion. Evie had never had the courage to
speak up. She cleared her throat. “Uh, I have a couple ideas.”A table of startled meerkats. En
masse, every head swiveled in her direction.“Evie.” Jan sounded as surprised as everyone else
looked. “Yes?”Evie held up a color printout. The table collectively eewwed in perverse delight. It
was the most recent picture of former child star Lucy De La Mar, whose obsession with plastic
surgery had resulted in a lopsided Frankenface. The candid snapshot Evie was holding had
recently made the media rounds, with every commentator taking the chance to bemoan how
she’d taken her “upkeep” too far.“What’s the angle?” Ella-Mae wondered. “Good nose jobs gone
bad?”“We defend her,” Evie said. “The media had a field day with this. But what’s interesting is
the double standard. Women are told that being beautiful gives us value. But if the pursuit of this
compulsory beauty backfires, as it must do because it’s an impossible ideal, the media
attacks.”“But she’s so vain, look at how much work she’s had done,” sniffed Rose.“But don’t you
think that’s social pressure? It’s unfair. It’s like when you let your roots get too long, and everyone
calls you Stripey.”“Who calls me Stripey?” Rose looked shocked.“No one,” hissed Ella-Mae,
glaring at Evie.“Next.” Jan’s voice was ice.Evie swallowed. “I have one more. It’s a feature on how
women use social media in protest movements.”Jan arched an eyebrow. “Okay,” she said
carefully.Evie warmed with the borderline encouragement. “We start with female Saudi activists
who post videos of themselves driving on YouTube. Maybe ‘Driving Miss Dhuka’ or ‘In the
Driver’s Seat.’ Then we move on to the Arab Spring—”“Ooh!” Bethany perked up. “A spa feature?
Like something that rates the top five day spas?”“No,” Evie said. “The Arab Spring uprising. The
protests in the Arab world that started in 2010.”The table morphed into a circle of frowning,
doubtful faces.“Women faced pretty intense backlash, even from their fellow fighters,” Evie said.
“But they were vital participants, especially online. There’s some really awesome bloggers we
could reach out to.”Gemma fluttered her eyelashes, voice whispery-soft. “That sounds . . . kind of
depressing.”“It’s important,” Evie said. “It’s something that matters to women.”“Right,” said
Bethany. “But so do day spas.”“Yeah, I think we all liked the day spa idea,” added Ella-Mae,
scribbling a note.“That wasn’t one of my ideas!” Evie caught herself, tried to reestablish calm.
“Guys, this issue is looking great, and I cannot wait to tell some guy he can fuck me while
dressed as Smurfette, but maybe we can have a mix of ideas.”“A mix of ideas?” Jan
asked.“Yeah!” Evie exclaimed. “Maybe we can have an opinion on current events and all the
sexist shit that’s happening in the world. Maybe it’s time to raise the bar.”Crickets.Pissed-off
crickets.Ella-Mae sat back in her chair with a squeaky little huff while Gemma and Rose



exchanged incredulous glances.“Raise the bar—” Bethany began repeating caustically before
Jan interrupted her.“Evie, let’s see a one-page on America’s best day spas,” she said. “Big cities
only. Great work today, everyone.” She stood, gathering her phone and notebook. Evie sat
without moving. Fingers of unease dug under her collar. “And Evie.” Jan addressed her from the
doorway, face unreadable. “Pop by my office on your way out today.”That had been a mistake.A
huge fucking mistake.5.The view from Jan’s office rendered New York picturesque and
harmless; the city you wanted it to be as opposed to the city it was. As Jan finished up a phone
call, Evie wondered if this was the last time she could hold Manhattan at such an arm’s length.
Krista was chronically unemployed; she was practically allergic to work. And Willow had never
worked a day in her life, beyond short-lived waitress stints to try to prove she could make it on
her own. Evie couldn’t lose this job. It was an adult job, with adult benefits and adult prospects.
Having grown up with a single mom, she saw how important each and every shift was to make
ends meet. She’d been unemployed for four stressful months in New York before getting the
offer to come in for the copyeditor interview, her previous summer interning stint thankfully
paying off. The anonymity of being just another arts graduate in a city that was choked with them
hadn’t just been depressing—it’d been frightening.Salty had been a life raft. And sure, the
magazine was mostly dumb, and yes, it was copyediting, not actually writing. But it was for a
magazine even her granddad had heard of, owned by one of the biggest media companies in
the world. And now she might have gotten herself fired.Evie fidgeted, fighting growing panic.
How desperate did you have to be before sex work was an option? Evie had tried phone sex last
winter: one of Krista’s Craigslist temp jobs. When the guy on the other end asked what she liked,
Evie blurted out, “Star Wars!” and hung up.Jan ended her call. “Sorry about that—”“Am I fired?”
Evie all but yelled the question. “Because, uh, that would be denying me natural justice.” Her
memory flapped about, trying to piece together Krista’s various just-got-sacked rants. “I don’t
believe my behavior qualified as ‘gross misconduct,’ and if you take a look at the terms of my
employment—”“I’m not firing you, Evie.” Jan tented her fingertips, the shadow of a smile on her
mouth. “I just want to talk. Are you happy here?”“Yes,” Evie said. “Of course.”“I don’t mean, are
you happy getting a paycheck,” Jan qualified. “I mean, are you happy here? Do you like it? Do
you like the magazine?”Evie was expecting Jan to be her usual terrifying self. She twisted a little.
“Can I be honest?”Jan gestured in front of her, as if to say, be my guest.“Salty has, what, three
million readers?”“Three and a half.”“That’s an amazing platform. That’s so many people! It just
feels to me like we could really make a difference for girls. Women. Women girls. If it was a bit
more . . .”“A bit more what?”Evie squirmed. Her face had gone hot. “Well, feminist, I guess.”“You
don’t think Salty is feminist?”“No,” Evie said. “I think it’s the opposite. Salty is just sex and
shopping.”Jan regarded her thoughtfully. “What does feminism mean to you? What does it do for
girls? For women?”Evie answered with the ease of someone who had attended approximately
six million Women’s Action Collective meetings during her four years at Sarah Lawrence.
“Empowers them.”“Makes them feel good about themselves,” Jan said. “Liberated.
Independent.”“Sure.”Jan scooped up a copy of the current issue. Lauren Conrad simpered at



them both from the glossy front cover, one cherry-red fingernail hooked into the plunge of a V-
neck T-shirt to reveal a surprising amount of cleavage (Photoshop). For a magazine that
generally shunned lesbianism, the cover shots were always confusingly erotic. Readers were
supposed to emulate Lauren, never—despite her come-hither pout, her touch-me-now parted
lips—feel anything other than friendly affection or requisite jealousy.Weird.Jan said, “Tell me
what you see here.”Cover lines screamed in neon orange: fashion crazed, hysterically horny.
Evie read them aloud with a heavy dollop of infomercial enthusiasm. “ ‘Eight MUST-HAVE Boots
for Fall!’ ‘How to Make Him BEG FOR IT.’ ”Jan tapped at one of the largest ones: “ ‘Good Vibes:
How to Buy YOUR FIRST VIBRATOR!’ ” She cocked a neatly plucked eyebrow at Evie.Evie had
to stop herself from rolling her eyes. “I don’t think owning a dildo will start the revolution.”“I don’t
think most girls want a revolution,” Jan said, sounding amused. “I think they want a publication
where a healthy sexual appetite is celebrated. I think they want a magazine that teaches them to
give and receive sexual pleasure the way sex should be: fun. Adventurous. Nonjudgmental.
Where else do you go for that? The internet’s a pervy shitshow. You’re not going to ask Mum
about it. And your friends are probably as clueless as you are, with a collective sexual history of
getting fingerbanged at a frat party.” This almost sounded like a fond recollection. “I think they
want a publication that celebrates the fact that girls love shopping. Fuck what the boys think.
Fuck what their parents think. Our magazine says you can spend the money you earned yourself
any damn way you like, and here’s some options we think are pretty fab. Because that’s what
feminism did for women. It made us sexually liberated and financially independent. I think,” Jan
finished, “sex and shopping are empowering for our readers.”Evie was speechless. Instinctively,
she didn’t agree with Jan. But she couldn’t work out why not. Somehow, what her editor was
saying made sense.Jan continued, “If you want to work for Jezebel, go work for Jezebel. But if
you want to stay here, I need you on my side.” Jan leaned forward across the desk. Her voice
was soft and proper. “Our brand is sex and shopping. If you want to work for Salty, you need to
embrace that. Can you do that, Evie?”Evie willed herself to say no. No. That if Jan wasn’t
interested in broadening the conversation, in writing about things that mattered—in yes, raising
the bar—she was out of there. Because there comes a time in every girl’s—in every woman’s—
life when you have to stand up for what you believe in. When you side with morals over money,
when you put your foot down and say, “Goddammit. I am not going to take it anymore.”This,
unfortunately, was not one of those times.“Yes,” Evie said. “Of course.”“Good. Look, you’re a
great copyeditor and I want you to be happy. I know the spa special isn’t exactly what you had in
mind. But there might be something coming up you could help with. Have you heard about Extra
Salt?”Evie had, vaguely. It was something the digital team was doing: short biweekly
webisodes.“We might need some help researching the stories,” Jan said. “Depending on who we
cast as a host. Some of the girls have a background in journalism. And some are just . . .” She
made a twirly motion with her hand.“Pretty faces,” Evie finished.“Less experienced.”“So if you
cast a pretty face without experience, there might be a job in it for me.”“Exactly,” Jan said. “Just
short term—don’t go burning any more bridges yet.”Evie smiled grimly at her feet.“We’re casting



tomorrow and Thursday, up on thirty-nine,” Jan continued. “Pop by when you get in.”Evie tried
hard to feel excited about this. A new opportunity, a new challenge. But for some reason, she
could summon no such spark. How could this be anything other than more of the same? “Okay. I
will.”Jan’s eyes slid back to her computer screen. “Thank you.” The lyrical dismissal signaled
Evie’s departure. “And Evie?”She paused in the doorway. “Yes?”For a second, her editor was just
a tiny slip of a woman with incredible bone structure. Hardly threatening at all. “We are doing
good work here. You know that, right?”5.The view from Jan’s office rendered New York
picturesque and harmless; the city you wanted it to be as opposed to the city it was. As Jan
finished up a phone call, Evie wondered if this was the last time she could hold Manhattan at
such an arm’s length. Krista was chronically unemployed; she was practically allergic to work.
And Willow had never worked a day in her life, beyond short-lived waitress stints to try to prove
she could make it on her own. Evie couldn’t lose this job. It was an adult job, with adult benefits
and adult prospects. Having grown up with a single mom, she saw how important each and
every shift was to make ends meet. She’d been unemployed for four stressful months in New
York before getting the offer to come in for the copyeditor interview, her previous summer
interning stint thankfully paying off. The anonymity of being just another arts graduate in a city
that was choked with them hadn’t just been depressing—it’d been frightening.Salty had been a
life raft. And sure, the magazine was mostly dumb, and yes, it was copyediting, not actually
writing. But it was for a magazine even her granddad had heard of, owned by one of the biggest
media companies in the world. And now she might have gotten herself fired.Evie fidgeted,
fighting growing panic. How desperate did you have to be before sex work was an option? Evie
had tried phone sex last winter: one of Krista’s Craigslist temp jobs. When the guy on the other
end asked what she liked, Evie blurted out, “Star Wars!” and hung up.Jan ended her call. “Sorry
about that—”“Am I fired?” Evie all but yelled the question. “Because, uh, that would be denying
me natural justice.” Her memory flapped about, trying to piece together Krista’s various just-got-
sacked rants. “I don’t believe my behavior qualified as ‘gross misconduct,’ and if you take a look
at the terms of my employment—”“I’m not firing you, Evie.” Jan tented her fingertips, the shadow
of a smile on her mouth. “I just want to talk. Are you happy here?”“Yes,” Evie said. “Of course.”“I
don’t mean, are you happy getting a paycheck,” Jan qualified. “I mean, are you happy here? Do
you like it? Do you like the magazine?”Evie was expecting Jan to be her usual terrifying self. She
twisted a little. “Can I be honest?”Jan gestured in front of her, as if to say, be my guest.“Salty
has, what, three million readers?”“Three and a half.”“That’s an amazing platform. That’s so many
people! It just feels to me like we could really make a difference for girls. Women. Women girls. If
it was a bit more . . .”“A bit more what?”Evie squirmed. Her face had gone hot. “Well, feminist, I
guess.”“You don’t think Salty is feminist?”“No,” Evie said. “I think it’s the opposite. Salty is just sex
and shopping.”Jan regarded her thoughtfully. “What does feminism mean to you? What does it
do for girls? For women?”Evie answered with the ease of someone who had attended
approximately six million Women’s Action Collective meetings during her four years at Sarah
Lawrence. “Empowers them.”“Makes them feel good about themselves,” Jan said. “Liberated.



Independent.”“Sure.”Jan scooped up a copy of the current issue. Lauren Conrad simpered at
them both from the glossy front cover, one cherry-red fingernail hooked into the plunge of a V-
neck T-shirt to reveal a surprising amount of cleavage (Photoshop). For a magazine that
generally shunned lesbianism, the cover shots were always confusingly erotic. Readers were
supposed to emulate Lauren, never—despite her come-hither pout, her touch-me-now parted
lips—feel anything other than friendly affection or requisite jealousy.Weird.Jan said, “Tell me
what you see here.”Cover lines screamed in neon orange: fashion crazed, hysterically horny.
Evie read them aloud with a heavy dollop of infomercial enthusiasm. “ ‘Eight MUST-HAVE Boots
for Fall!’ ‘How to Make Him BEG FOR IT.’ ”Jan tapped at one of the largest ones: “ ‘Good Vibes:
How to Buy YOUR FIRST VIBRATOR!’ ” She cocked a neatly plucked eyebrow at Evie.Evie had
to stop herself from rolling her eyes. “I don’t think owning a dildo will start the revolution.”“I don’t
think most girls want a revolution,” Jan said, sounding amused. “I think they want a publication
where a healthy sexual appetite is celebrated. I think they want a magazine that teaches them to
give and receive sexual pleasure the way sex should be: fun. Adventurous. Nonjudgmental.
Where else do you go for that? The internet’s a pervy shitshow. You’re not going to ask Mum
about it. And your friends are probably as clueless as you are, with a collective sexual history of
getting fingerbanged at a frat party.” This almost sounded like a fond recollection. “I think they
want a publication that celebrates the fact that girls love shopping. Fuck what the boys think.
Fuck what their parents think. Our magazine says you can spend the money you earned yourself
any damn way you like, and here’s some options we think are pretty fab. Because that’s what
feminism did for women. It made us sexually liberated and financially independent. I think,” Jan
finished, “sex and shopping are empowering for our readers.”Evie was speechless. Instinctively,
she didn’t agree with Jan. But she couldn’t work out why not. Somehow, what her editor was
saying made sense.Jan continued, “If you want to work for Jezebel, go work for Jezebel. But if
you want to stay here, I need you on my side.” Jan leaned forward across the desk. Her voice
was soft and proper. “Our brand is sex and shopping. If you want to work for Salty, you need to
embrace that. Can you do that, Evie?”Evie willed herself to say no. No. That if Jan wasn’t
interested in broadening the conversation, in writing about things that mattered—in yes, raising
the bar—she was out of there. Because there comes a time in every girl’s—in every woman’s—
life when you have to stand up for what you believe in. When you side with morals over money,
when you put your foot down and say, “Goddammit. I am not going to take it anymore.”This,
unfortunately, was not one of those times.“Yes,” Evie said. “Of course.”“Good. Look, you’re a
great copyeditor and I want you to be happy. I know the spa special isn’t exactly what you had in
mind. But there might be something coming up you could help with. Have you heard about Extra
Salt?”Evie had, vaguely. It was something the digital team was doing: short biweekly
webisodes.“We might need some help researching the stories,” Jan said. “Depending on who we
cast as a host. Some of the girls have a background in journalism. And some are just . . .” She
made a twirly motion with her hand.“Pretty faces,” Evie finished.“Less experienced.”“So if you
cast a pretty face without experience, there might be a job in it for me.”“Exactly,” Jan said. “Just



short term—don’t go burning any more bridges yet.”Evie smiled grimly at her feet.“We’re casting
tomorrow and Thursday, up on thirty-nine,” Jan continued. “Pop by when you get in.”Evie tried
hard to feel excited about this. A new opportunity, a new challenge. But for some reason, she
could summon no such spark. How could this be anything other than more of the same? “Okay. I
will.”Jan’s eyes slid back to her computer screen. “Thank you.” The lyrical dismissal signaled
Evie’s departure. “And Evie?”She paused in the doorway. “Yes?”For a second, her editor was just
a tiny slip of a woman with incredible bone structure. Hardly threatening at all. “We are doing
good work here. You know that, right?”6.“Turn your face toward the light a little.”Mark obeyed and
moved his head a quarter inch.“Mmm. Yep. Good.”Willow’s camera shutter clicked languidly, the
sound of a long exposure.Mark tried not to move his mouth. “Are you getting the full glory of my
Jew nose?”“It’d be hard not to,” Willow murmured.Mark grinned and took a swipe at her with his
foot, managing to hook her into him, pulling her between his legs. He was sitting on a stool in
front of a bedsheet Willow had hung up, creating the makeshift studio. A layer of incense smoke
wafted close to the ceiling, visible in the afternoon light. Even though Willow’s bedroom
overlooked Central Park, she’d covered all the windows in swaths of material.The photographs
weren’t working. Why not? Willow tried to lull her mind, to have it find whatever it was that
directed her hand when she decorated her space. The velvet-covered bed, junky old lamps, and
collection of pinned butterflies looked less like a girl’s bedroom and more like the studio of a
1920s poet. Creating it hadn’t been deliberate: it just came into being. But the room’s unearthly
aura was eluding her now, refusing to present its essence in Mark’s expressions. Maybe it was
the fact he was here. Watching her.The palpable sensation of failure rose in her throat. She
swallowed to tamp it down. The thought of Mark offering encouragement right now would only
make everything worse. There wasn’t a new series idea here. Why did inspiration keep eluding
her? Why couldn’t she see a way forward?Mark pressed his face between Willow’s small
breasts, glasses pushing back against his cheeks. He inhaled deeply and let his breath out with
a muted groan. She could tell he was getting turned on. He spoke into her chest. “Tell me
something I don’t know about you.”Her phone chimed. She stepped out of Mark’s arms to reach
for it. A text, from Evie. Just got off subway by you. Krista didn’t get commercial and is in weird
mood: only wine can save us now! Willow looked back at Mark. His gaze was too intense for her
to sink into it like she knew he wanted her to. Instead, Willow let her eyes drift over his thick
eyebrows, down his jaw, and up over the tiny, star-shaped chicken pox scar on his temple. “I got
my period today.”“I don’t care.” Mark’s response was immediate. “I really don’t.”Willow shifted the
heavy camera from one hand to the other awkwardly. “I do.”Mark dropped his hands. “Okay,” he
acquiesced. “Can I stand up for a second?”Willow nodded. “I’ll import these.”Mark wandered
over to her bed and spread out flat on his back. “Prunik asked us over for dinner next Thursday.
He and his wife really want to meet you.”Prunik was Mark’s business partner. Willow looked over
her shoulder at him, half smiling. “Why?”“To prove you exist. I think Prunik’s exact wording in the
email was ‘You and your imaginary girlfriend are invited for an Indian feast.’ ”Willow froze. There
it was. Girlfriend. And even though Mark had been casual, joking, when he said it, Willow still felt



it sock her in the stomach.Mark pulled himself to a sitting position. “I don’t want to pressure you
or anything. But . . . it’s been eight months.”“Seven and a half,” she corrected.He grinned. “You’ve
been keeping count? I thought you said that was stupid.”She blushed and ducked her head. “It
is.”Mark got to his feet and crossed the room to crouch next to her. “I’m fine if you’re not ready. I
really am. But . . .”“But what?”“I don’t want to sound like a cliché here, but . . . I guess I want to
know where this is going. Because if you never want to be my girlfriend, I guess,
maybe . . .”“Maybe what? You’ll break up with me?”“Yes. No. I don’t know.” He got to his feet,
suddenly frustrated. “It’s been seven and a half months. I’m here half the week, you’re at my
place half the week, and everyone at work is always asking about you, how my girlfriend is
doing, and I feel like I’m lying when I don’t correct them, you know, and I kind of feel like an
idiot.”Willow got to her feet and wrapped her small hands around his.Mark. Solid, reliable,
trustworthy Mark. The boy who never cheated on his taxes, let alone a girlfriend—at least, as far
as she knew. If she could trust anyone, it would be Mark. But still, something whispered dark and
low in her ear that trusting Mark—trusting any man—was foolish. “So ask me.”Realization
flickered behind his eyes. He smiled down at her broadly. Then he coughed and cleared his
throat, adopting a mock-serious voice. “Willow Alice Hendriksen.”“Yes?”“Will you be my
girlfriend?”Fear clung to her ribs. She ignored it. “Yes.”Mark kissed her softly. She moved her
hands up to his head to tangle them in his hair, and soon they were making out hungrily, like they
did when they first started dating. He slid his hands to her ass, which was flat, almost like a
boy’s. His lips moved down to her neck. She could feel his erection through his pants. He started
moving them toward the bed. She resisted. “My period . . .”He cupped her face in his hands. “So
what?”Willow swallowed. “The girls will be here soon—”But it was only half a protest. Without
warning, Mark moved one arm across her back, one behind her knees, scooping her off her feet.
The surprise of it made her squeal, a rare noise, and the two of them stumbled, tumbled onto her
bed. Mark’s mouth felt like a hungry live thing. An insatiable creature.“Wait.” She extracted
herself from underneath him, picking her way past clothes and records to the nearest
lamp.“Leave it on,” Mark panted, unbuttoning his fly.She didn’t answer, switching it off, sending
the room into early night.“I want to see you,” he complained, horniness making him whiny. He
tried pulling her slip off, but she resisted. He kissed her, pushing his tongue into her mouth as if
to swallow her whole.Willow closed her eyes, starting the well-worn mental porn that she both
hated and couldn’t come without. In her mind’s eye, her breasts were freakishly huge, hideously
oversized, like two bulbous watermelons strapped to her chest . . .“Babe.”Above her, Mark’s face
was open and raw.“Where are you?” he asked.“Here.” She kissed him, he kissed her back. “I’m
here.”“Let’s go in front of the mirror.”“What? No.”Before she knew what was happening, he was
moving them both off the end of her bed to stand in front of her full-length mirror. Willow was so
stunned she couldn’t protest when he pulled her slip up, off over her head, his fingers clumsy
with excitement. He kissed her neck, rubbing the tip of his cock over her clit. She couldn’t feel it.
All she could see was her body, splayed like one of the pinned butterflies on her wall.Mark eased
himself inside her. “Look at you,” he moaned. “Look how fucking hot you are.”Willow stood inert,



staring in horror. Nonexistent breasts that weren’t even a handful, that were more male than
female. Disproportionately large thighs that quivered like jelly with each thrust. Giant forehead
the size of a serving platter. Why did she grow her bangs out?Mark moaned again, picking up
rhythm. “You’re so fucking hot.”This was it? This was what he found so erotic—this unspecial
collection of limbs and flesh? Not possible. This was grotesque. “No.” She wriggled.6.“Turn your
face toward the light a little.”Mark obeyed and moved his head a quarter inch.“Mmm. Yep.
Good.”Willow’s camera shutter clicked languidly, the sound of a long exposure.Mark tried not to
move his mouth. “Are you getting the full glory of my Jew nose?”“It’d be hard not to,” Willow
murmured.Mark grinned and took a swipe at her with his foot, managing to hook her into him,
pulling her between his legs. He was sitting on a stool in front of a bedsheet Willow had hung up,
creating the makeshift studio. A layer of incense smoke wafted close to the ceiling, visible in the
afternoon light. Even though Willow’s bedroom overlooked Central Park, she’d covered all the
windows in swaths of material.The photographs weren’t working. Why not? Willow tried to lull her
mind, to have it find whatever it was that directed her hand when she decorated her space. The
velvet-covered bed, junky old lamps, and collection of pinned butterflies looked less like a girl’s
bedroom and more like the studio of a 1920s poet. Creating it hadn’t been deliberate: it just
came into being. But the room’s unearthly aura was eluding her now, refusing to present its
essence in Mark’s expressions. Maybe it was the fact he was here. Watching her.The palpable
sensation of failure rose in her throat. She swallowed to tamp it down. The thought of Mark
offering encouragement right now would only make everything worse. There wasn’t a new series
idea here. Why did inspiration keep eluding her? Why couldn’t she see a way forward?Mark
pressed his face between Willow’s small breasts, glasses pushing back against his cheeks. He
inhaled deeply and let his breath out with a muted groan. She could tell he was getting turned
on. He spoke into her chest. “Tell me something I don’t know about you.”Her phone chimed. She
stepped out of Mark’s arms to reach for it. A text, from Evie. Just got off subway by you. Krista
didn’t get commercial and is in weird mood: only wine can save us now! Willow looked back at
Mark. His gaze was too intense for her to sink into it like she knew he wanted her to. Instead,
Willow let her eyes drift over his thick eyebrows, down his jaw, and up over the tiny, star-shaped
chicken pox scar on his temple. “I got my period today.”“I don’t care.” Mark’s response was
immediate. “I really don’t.”Willow shifted the heavy camera from one hand to the other
awkwardly. “I do.”Mark dropped his hands. “Okay,” he acquiesced. “Can I stand up for a
second?”Willow nodded. “I’ll import these.”Mark wandered over to her bed and spread out flat on
his back. “Prunik asked us over for dinner next Thursday. He and his wife really want to meet
you.”Prunik was Mark’s business partner. Willow looked over her shoulder at him, half smiling.
“Why?”“To prove you exist. I think Prunik’s exact wording in the email was ‘You and your
imaginary girlfriend are invited for an Indian feast.’ ”Willow froze. There it was. Girlfriend. And
even though Mark had been casual, joking, when he said it, Willow still felt it sock her in the
stomach.Mark pulled himself to a sitting position. “I don’t want to pressure you or anything.
But . . . it’s been eight months.”“Seven and a half,” she corrected.He grinned. “You’ve been



keeping count? I thought you said that was stupid.”She blushed and ducked her head. “It
is.”Mark got to his feet and crossed the room to crouch next to her. “I’m fine if you’re not ready. I
really am. But . . .”“But what?”“I don’t want to sound like a cliché here, but . . . I guess I want to
know where this is going. Because if you never want to be my girlfriend, I guess,
maybe . . .”“Maybe what? You’ll break up with me?”“Yes. No. I don’t know.” He got to his feet,
suddenly frustrated. “It’s been seven and a half months. I’m here half the week, you’re at my
place half the week, and everyone at work is always asking about you, how my girlfriend is
doing, and I feel like I’m lying when I don’t correct them, you know, and I kind of feel like an
idiot.”Willow got to her feet and wrapped her small hands around his.Mark. Solid, reliable,
trustworthy Mark. The boy who never cheated on his taxes, let alone a girlfriend—at least, as far
as she knew. If she could trust anyone, it would be Mark. But still, something whispered dark and
low in her ear that trusting Mark—trusting any man—was foolish. “So ask me.”Realization
flickered behind his eyes. He smiled down at her broadly. Then he coughed and cleared his
throat, adopting a mock-serious voice. “Willow Alice Hendriksen.”“Yes?”“Will you be my
girlfriend?”Fear clung to her ribs. She ignored it. “Yes.”Mark kissed her softly. She moved her
hands up to his head to tangle them in his hair, and soon they were making out hungrily, like they
did when they first started dating. He slid his hands to her ass, which was flat, almost like a
boy’s. His lips moved down to her neck. She could feel his erection through his pants. He started
moving them toward the bed. She resisted. “My period . . .”He cupped her face in his hands. “So
what?”Willow swallowed. “The girls will be here soon—”But it was only half a protest. Without
warning, Mark moved one arm across her back, one behind her knees, scooping her off her feet.
The surprise of it made her squeal, a rare noise, and the two of them stumbled, tumbled onto her
bed. Mark’s mouth felt like a hungry live thing. An insatiable creature.“Wait.” She extracted
herself from underneath him, picking her way past clothes and records to the nearest
lamp.“Leave it on,” Mark panted, unbuttoning his fly.She didn’t answer, switching it off, sending
the room into early night.“I want to see you,” he complained, horniness making him whiny. He
tried pulling her slip off, but she resisted. He kissed her, pushing his tongue into her mouth as if
to swallow her whole.Willow closed her eyes, starting the well-worn mental porn that she both
hated and couldn’t come without. In her mind’s eye, her breasts were freakishly huge, hideously
oversized, like two bulbous watermelons strapped to her chest . . .“Babe.”Above her, Mark’s face
was open and raw.“Where are you?” he asked.“Here.” She kissed him, he kissed her back. “I’m
here.”“Let’s go in front of the mirror.”“What? No.”Before she knew what was happening, he was
moving them both off the end of her bed to stand in front of her full-length mirror. Willow was so
stunned she couldn’t protest when he pulled her slip up, off over her head, his fingers clumsy
with excitement. He kissed her neck, rubbing the tip of his cock over her clit. She couldn’t feel it.
All she could see was her body, splayed like one of the pinned butterflies on her wall.Mark eased
himself inside her. “Look at you,” he moaned. “Look how fucking hot you are.”Willow stood inert,
staring in horror. Nonexistent breasts that weren’t even a handful, that were more male than
female. Disproportionately large thighs that quivered like jelly with each thrust. Giant forehead



the size of a serving platter. Why did she grow her bangs out?Mark moaned again, picking up
rhythm. “You’re so fucking hot.”This was it? This was what he found so erotic—this unspecial
collection of limbs and flesh? Not possible. This was grotesque. “No.” She wriggled.
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The Blonde Likes Books, “Better than I expected. I'm not going to lie, I bought this book a while
ago and then it sat on my shelf for years because of the bad reviews it's gotten. I finally decided
to pick it up and read it since I'm trying to get through some of the books that have been on my
shelves for a while, and I was pleasantly surprised! That just goes to show that I shouldn't judge
a book solely on reviews, because everyone has different tastes in books!The Regulars is a cute
chick lit book with a touch of fantasy thrown in. Best friends Willow, Evie, and Krista come across
a vial of liquid called "pretty", and when they take it, they turn super model gorgeous. What
ensues are some hilarious (and sometimes sad) antics as the women realize that looks aren't
everything and that being beautiful doesn't equate to instant happiness.In the negative reviews, I
saw that some readers felt like the message of "you're perfect just the way you are" could have
been hit on more, but I actually didn't feel the same way. This book is written for adults (not teens
or children) and I think adult readers can interpret the message of the book just fine without it
being thrown in your face every page. I really enjoyed the friendship aspect of the book,
including the fights and annoyances that the girls have with each other, which are natural! In the
end, they stick by each other through thick and thin, and I really enjoyed that. We also got to see
the story told from each characters POVs, which worked really well for me in this book.All in all, I
really liked the book and thought it was a fun summer read! It was quick, light, and silly, which is
just what I wanted!”

Alex the Girl, “Funny, thoughtful, and a perfect "brain vacation" from a dark world. We live in a
culture where you can't help but be subjected to constantly toxic messages about self image
and beauty. We all know (or are) someone who thinks if they could only fix X, then we'd be totally
at peace.This book takes this issue and delivers social commentary in a delightful and straight-
up-fun way. When the three very different ladies in The Regulars discover a potion called
"Pretty" that turns them into conventionally gorgeous creatures, they are flummoxed by the rabbit
hole it leads them down. And it's a mighty fun ride! I read a one-sentence synopsis of the
Regulars in a magazine, and purchased it within about 10 seconds. Georgia Clark is a talented
writer who had me laughing in parts, and gasping in others (and sometimes gasp-laughing). She
manages to keep things topical and pop-culture savvy without having me feel like I'm reading an
issue of Cosmo (which may or may not be satirized in this book, wink wink).It's rare that a book
offers an escape while slipping in some thought-provoking messages . Sneaky.I would even
recommend this book to (certain) dudes!P.S. I would really look forward to a sequel, where
another group of people find "The Pretty" ;)”

R. Murray, “Nice summer read. Light-hearted read. Interesting consept about suddenly
becoming beautiful and the consequences.”

Meredith Schorr, “gritty!. I'd describe this book as gritty, edgy chick lit. It is not for the faint of



heart, with a plethora of cursing and sex. I enjoyed it immensely, mostly because I never knew
what to expect or what craziness would happen next. The author really pushed the envelope. It
was like she took the craziest thing she could think of and pushed it further throughout the entire
novel. I didn't always like the characters, in fact, I shouted at them (in my head) often (especially
Willow), but I liked the lessons they learned. If offered to take Pretty myself....I honestly don't
know what I'd do...”

Ebook Library Reader, “I did really enjoy it but wasn't expecting it to be about a .... I went into this
book not having read other reviews. I did really enjoy it but wasn't expecting it to be about a
magical potion. It was a really good read and was interesting to see how the characters lives
developed as a result of the potion. Any book set in NYC is bound to be a winner in my books.”

Reader, “Wow. Just, wow.. I started reading this with pessimism. But... Wow. I'm breathless. This
is a stunning beautiful book and i was in tears by the end. Such a powerful amazing story. Just
read it!”

The book by D.L. Roan has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 172 people have provided feedback.
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